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THE following paragraph appeared in The Times on 19 July 1842:
We succeeded some short time since in stopping the career of an impudent and unprincipled forger
of Greek, R o m a n and Saxon coins, who, by his ability in imitating the scarce types of these series,
deceived some incautious collectors, and robbed them of considerable sums of money. Another
adventurer is now supplying the market with counterfeit coins, for which dies have actually been
engraved, and the skill of an engraver engaged. A m o n g these may be pointed out as clever forging,
a n d likely to deceive even experienced numismatists, pennies of Stephen, penny of Edward VI, shillings
of Philip and Mary, and the rial of Queen Mary,—the last a gold piece of great rarity.

A correspondent signing himself 'N', apparently an abbreviation for 'Numismaticus',
quoted this paragraph in the next number of the Numismatic Chronicle1 and gave some
additional information:
. . . The individual first alluded to, is the notorious forger who succeeded for some time in his
impositions on the unwary and inexperienced coin-collector, until a publication of a sketch of the
personal features of the hoary impostor, and the notice of his practices disseminated in the pages of
the Numismatic Chronicle and other periodical papers, appeared effectually to have stopped his trade.
T h e second adventurer alluded to is well known among numismatists, but we suppress for the moment
the mention of his name, out of regard to the feelings of the respectable family to which he belongs.
H e is, it is said, a person of ample means, and it is difficult to assign a motive for the forgeries which
he has been engaged in issuing, the dies for which were prepared at n o inconsiderable expense. We
are enabled to give a correct list of them, and it will be seen that it does not include the penny of
Stephen, as stated incorrectly in the notice f r o m the Times. They are as follows:
Penny of Edward VI, with portrait
Shillings of ditto, with false stamp of Portcullis and greyhound
Jetton of Lady Jane Grey, as queen of England
Half-Crown of Philip and Mary
Shilling f r o m the same die, with date under the head
Gold rial of Queen Mary
On the detection of these forgeries, and the discovery of the author of them, all the dies were given
up. They are cut through the centre, to prevent their being again made use of.

The first of these individuals was a man named or passing under the name of Singleton
who in 1 8 3 9 - 4 0 had acquired considerable notoriety by his success in unloading a large
stock of forgeries on credulous collectors in various parts of the United Kingdom.
There is ample documentation of his activities in contemporary issues of the Numismatic
Chronicle,2 and there is an adequate account of him in Forrer's Biographical Dictionary
1
NC 1842-3, pp. 159-60. The Numismatic Chronicle
was at that time published in quarterly instalments
and the note by 'N' appears in the third instalment
for the year. A shorter note to the same effect printed
in the fourth instalment for the year, ibid., pp. 202-3,
is signed 'Numismaticus' in full, and it is reasonable
to suppose that both notes are by the same hand.
2
NC 1839^0, p. 64 (editorial note); ibid., pp.
200-1 (note by J(ohn) L(indsay), dated Cork 14

Oct. 1839); ibid., pp. 201-2 (note by 'S' with an
editorial caveat that 'S"s suggestion that Singleton
might be 'connected with a gang in France who are
making bold attempts to inundate Europe with forged
coins' was ill founded); ibid., pp. 256-9 (editorial
note based on information received from Plymouth).
Singleton seems to have gone to ground for a time
after 1840 but was soon back in his old trade and was
still hawking false coins to collectors in 1848.
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of Medallistsf The second individual has attracted less attention and it is time that
proper note was taken of his very remarkable contribution to the British numismatic
scene.
At present the best account of him is one given in the Dictionary of National Biography
by Warwick Wroth. 2 Wroth was on the staff of the Department of Coins and Medals
at the British Museum for a long period at the end of the nineteenth century and the
beginning of the present century and from his experience there he knew well enough
what the forgeries listed by 'Numismaticus' were. They were a selection from a larger
group of 'notorious imitations of coins' popularly known as 'Emery's forgeries' which
had been produced in the fourth decade of the nineteenth century under the direction of
a certain Edward Emery. The entry in DNB under EMERY, EDWARD (d. 1850 ?) is not for
all that very informative. Wroth was not himself a specialist in the English coinage—
his main interest lay in the Greek and Byzantine series—and he did not have any very
precise information about Emery's activities. What he did was to paraphrase the
passage from the Numismatic Chronicle quoted above and fill it out with scraps of
information gleaned from a note in Franks and Grueber's edition of Hawkins's Medallic
Illustrations3 and from his examination of examples of Emery's forgeries then preserved
in the British Museum. These last included coins described by Wroth as 'groats and halfgroats of Mary I (English and Irish)'; these are not among the coins listed by 'N'.
The note in Medallic Illustrations is brief but informative. Wroth states that it was based
by Franks and Grueber on information given them by the London coin-dealer William
Webster; Webster was a man of much experience who passed for being an authority
on forgeries. 4 The note indicates that Emery was a 'collector and dealer in coins and
medals', who 'resided in London, and died at Hastings, about 1850', and was best known
for forgeries of English coins, 'the dies for which were made under his direction'.
Wroth repeats this information more or less verbatim in his DNB article and adds that
'after 1842 Emery is believed to have left London in debt'; he does not give his authority
for this remark but it may be based on information from Webster likewise.
The only other account of Edward Emery in print is that in the Biographical Dictionary
of Medallists,5 This is unsatisfactory. Forrer knew of the note in Medallic Illustrations
1
L. Forrer, Biographical Dictionary of Medallists,
vol. v, pp. 533-5. He reproduces a sketch of Singleton
with the caption 'made during his Kentish Tour in
1840' which is perhaps the sketch referred to by 'N*.
2
Dictionary of National Biography, vol. vi, p. 770.
Warwick William Wroth (1858-1911) was employed
in the Department of Coins and Medals from 22
July 1878 until his death on 26 September 1911. He
contributed many biographies of numismatists to
DNB, and it is quite likely that its editors left it to
him to decide which numismatists deserved inclusion
in it. Wroth happened to be a considerable authority
on eighteenth-century London (cf. obituary of Wroth
by G. F. Hill, NC 1914, pp. 107-9), and this perhaps
explains why the task of writing these biographies
fell to him rather than to any of his departmental
colleagues.
3
E. Hawkins, Medallic Illustrations of the History
of England and Ireland, ed. Franks and Grueber,
1885, vol. ii, p. 725.

1
In his Presidential Address to the Numismatic
Society of London in 1885 Sir John Evans mentioned
Webster's death at the age of 64 on 11 June 1885
and remarked that he had been 'referee of the Mint
in all cases of forgery of the coinage' (Proc. Num.
Soc. 1884-5, pp. 26-7). Webster was the nephew and
professional successor of the Great Russell Street
coin dealer William Till (d. 1844), author of An Essay
on the Roman Denarius and English Silver Penny
(1837), who could claim to have learnt the trade at
the feet of Richard Miles (1740-1819), the great
figure among dealers of the generation before (Till,
op. cit., pp. 119-20). The tradition was carried on
by Webster's son William John Webster (18481919) who was long on the staff of Spink's and for
nearly thirty years the colleague there of Leonard
Forrer (1869-1953). A short obituary of W. J.
Webster by S. M. Spink is printed SNC Sept.-Oct.
1919, cols. 383-4.
5
Forrer, op. cit., vol. ii, p. 15.
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but had not read Wroth's article and did not investigate the forgeries in the British
Museum; so having quoted the note in Medallic Illustrations all he does is to mention
two pieces of a medallic character known to him that were traditionally attributed to
Emery, a modern medal of Lady Jane Grey and a medallic coin on the marriage of
Mary, Queen of Scots, with Darnley. It will be observed that the Mary-Darnley coin
is again a coin not mentioned by 'N' in 1842.
It is not very difficult to improve on the information supplied by Wroth and Forrer.
A start can be made by considering a passage in the Numismatic Chronicle which
Wroth overlooked. In the volume of the Chronicle for 1848-9 the editor inserted the
following passage under the heading 'Forged and Imitation Coins'. 1 The exclamation
marks distributed through it appear in the original.
In the window of a shop, in a Court leading out of one of our chief thoroughfares, a number of
counterfeits and imitations of ancient Coins are exhibited for sale; among them are the following:
Testoon of Mary, Queen of Scots
Half Testoon of ditto, countermarked on the obverse
Dollar of Mary and Darnley, their portraits vis-a-vis (!)
Testoon of ditto
ditto
Coronation Medal of Henry VIII
Ditto of Edward VI
Medal of Gregory XIII on the Massacre of St. Bartholomew
Denarius of Carausius (!)
Ditto of Allectus (!)
Allectus, in gold (!)
Otho, ditto
Caliph Omar, ditto
Lord Darnley and Mary Queen of Scots, face to face, silver medal
Mary Queen of Scots and Darnley, shilling
Mary Queen of Scots, crowned, shilling
Mary of England, half-crown
Ditto penny, two-penny, and four-penny
Queen Elizabeth, rare shilling
James V of Scotland, sixpence
Eleonora of Aquitaine, penny
The whole of these are, or appear to be, in Silver. A short time since a Silver Seal of King Alfred (!)
was also exhibited in the same window, but that has recently been removed. All the pieces are
tolerably well executed, but would not deceive an experienced eye. The name of the person by whom,
or at whose instigation, these pieces have been executed, is perfectly well known to antiquaries and
collectors; and he may rest assured that it will go down to posterity in the odour of that infamous
celebrity he has so deservedly obtained. The owner of this place has been told repeatedly that these
coins are forgeries; and if a collector goes in to examine a coin, and expresses a doubt as to its genuineness, the woman in the shop (for it is generally a female who is in attendance) says, 'I don't know
anything about them, Sir'. It behoves young collectors to be on their guard against spurious imitations,
and it is a good, though an old proverb, 'Forewarned, forearmed'. . . .

It is clear that the person whose name was 'perfectly well known to antiquaries and
collectors' was Emery. There was no other forger then operating with a comparable
reputation and no other forger whose name the editor of the Chronicle might be cautious
about mentioning. The forgeries listed are much more numerous than those listed in
1
NC 1848-9, pp. 185-7. The editor of the Chronicle
throughout this period was John Yonge Akerman
(1806-73) whose personal interest in the detection of

Emery forgeries emerges in the letter quoted below,
p. 142.
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1842 and include the groats and half-groats of Mary referred to by Wroth and the M a r y Darnley coin referred to by Forrer. Most are forgeries of Tudor and contemporary
Scottish coins and this reinforces the impression given by the 1842 list that Emery's
main activity was in this area. The extraneous pieces are the denarii and aurei of Carausius, Allectus, and Otho; the coin of Caliph Omar; the penny of Eleanor of Aquitaine;
and the Gregory XIII medal.
Other literary evidence gives a similar picture of Emery's activities. A cutting among
Evans papers in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, dated 'June 1848' in Sir John Evans's
handwriting, indicates that Emery and Singleton were marketing forgeries at the time. 1
At a sale at Sotheby's in May 1849 a coin described as 'Jane Grey, a false testoon, date
M D L I I I ; obv. her bust, etc.; rev. rose, etc.; very scarce and fine' was offered for sale
with the note that it was 'one of the very numerous recent imitations of a "young"
forger named Emery'. 2 It is not obvious why the word "young" is printed within
apostrophes. In a letter to John Lindsay written in 1850 Richard Sainthill refers to a
Jane Grey piece acquired by a Mr. Carruthers—presumably the Irish numismatist James
Carruthers—and passes on some information received from a knowledgeable contemporary, the London-based collector Benjamin Nightingale: 3
I mentioned to Mr. Nightingale Mr. Carruthers' acquisition. He laughed at our ignorance, of what
'everybody knows'—that Singleton etc have been succeeded by struck forgeries—I think he said, the
person's name, who 'Directs', is Edwardes—a person of property—the ingraver of the dies, a London
ingraver. Mr. N . has a Jane Seymour [sic] shilling, different from Mr. C's—a full face like Edwd
6ths; he had not seen the profile. The Rial of Queen Mary, of this Mint, was sold to Mr. Akerman for
3 guineas, and valued by Cureton to Mr. Cuffe for £45. . . .

In March 1852 Lord Londesborough, President of the Numismatic Society of London,
presented to that body 'Three Steel Dies, supposed to have been recently engraved for
a person of the name of Emery, for the purpose of striking forgeries of the Irish testoon
of Mary of England, the Scottish testoon of Mary Queen of Scots, and the thirty shilling
piece of Mary and Henry of Scotland'. 4 A sale at Sotheby's in August 1856 included
'Mary, Rial, a copy in fine gold, of very fine work, of this celebrated and rare rial, struck
by Emery the forger'. 5 A more important collection formed by the dealer William
Chaffers and sold in February 1857 contained 'a false shilling in fine silver of Philip
and Mary, 1554 beneath the busts, of very fine work, struck by Emery' and 'a copy in
white metal of the rare Rial of Mary from Emery's die'. 6
A different note is struck by some significant annotations on a priced copy of a sale
catalogue of the period kept in the Heberden Coin Room, Ashmolean Museum. The
1
Evans does not note the source of the cutting.
It is likely to be from a periodical rather than a daily
newspaper.
2
Catalogue of a Valuable Assemblage of Ancient
and Modern Coins and Medals (Sotheby, 23-6 May
1849), lot 119. The coin was passed.
3
Mrs. Joan Murray has kindly drawn my attention
to this passage in an unpublished letter among Lindsay MSS. formerly in the possession of the late R.
W. Cochran-Patrick.
4
Proc. Num. Soc. 1851-2, p. 15 (25 Mar. 1852).
The Numismatic Society's collection of coins and
other numismatic material is housed in the Depart-

ment of Coins and Medals, British Museum, but does
not now contain these dies. An obverse die for a thirtyshilling piece of Mary and Darnley was shown at the
British Museum by a private collector in 1912; and
what appears to have been the same die was sold as
part of lot 30 of a sale at Sotheby's on 28 July 1960
(information from Miss M. M. Archibald; cf. also
B.M. Scrap Book III, fols. 35b-36).
5
Bindon Blood sale, Sotheby, 11 August 1856,
lot 291. The coin was purchased by Dillon for £2. 4s.
6
Chaffers sale, Sotheby, 9 February 1857, lot
245 (one other coin in lot).
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sale concerned was one held at Sotheby's in May 1844. It is not in itself remarkable and
without the annotations its importance would not have been recognized. As printed
the title-page of the catalogue reads 'Catalogue of a Miscellaneous Collection of Coins
and Medals, together with Some Valuable Greek Coins, consigned from abroad; also,
A Small Collection of Very Rare Anglo-Saxon, Scotch, and Irish Coins'. On this
particular copy a contemporary hand has added in ink after 'consigned from abroad'
'belonging to Mr. Stewart' 1 and after 'Scotch and Irish Coins' 'all false from Mr.
Emerys mint'. Further investigation shows that the 'Small Collection of Very Rare
Coins' referred to is a run of twenty lots described on pages 24 and 25 of the catalogue
and that at the foot of page 24 there is another note in ink saying 'From 353 to and with
369 the coins are false and said to be done by Mr. Emery who forged the Ryals of
Mary'.
The coins in these lots were the following: 2
353.
354.
355.
356.
357.
358.
359.
360.
361.
362.
363.
364.
365.
366.
367.
368.
369.

iElfred, Penny, Lunette type, moneyer Oeamer.
Harthacnut, Penny, Jewel Cross type, moneyer Frithi on Stenice.
William II, Penny, Cross Voided type, moneyer Godard on Lehre.
Henry of Anjou (?), Penny, moneyer Alfwine, mint not stated.
Henry I, Penny, Pellets in Quatrefoil type, moneyer Cristret on Ces.
Stephen, Penny, Watford type, no further details.
Stephen, Penny, Horseman's Mace type, mint of Norwich.
Stephen, Penny, York type, North 920.
Eustace, Penny, type with Lion, North 930.
Henry VIII, testoon, two specimens.
Henry VIII, Tournai groat.
Edward VI, Crown, i.m. Y.
Mary, Penny of fine silver, CIVITAS LONDON, no i.m.
Mary, Half Groat.
Philip and Mary, Penny, i.m. lis.
Elizabeth, Crown and Half Crown, i.m. 1.
Elizabeth, Half Crown, i.m. 2.

All these coins were passed. The coins in lots 370-72 were also passed and as they are
pieces of the same character as those just listed they may be the work of 'Mr. Emery's
mint' also. 3
370. Mary, Irish Shilling.
371. Mary, Irish Groat.
372. Mary, Irish Half Groat.

The coins listed here add considerably to the number of coins associable with Emery
and indicate that his operations may have been considerably more extensive than has
been supposed. If he was really responsible for the Anglo-Saxon and Norman pieces as
well as those of the Tudor period he will have to be taken very seriously as a forger.
What, of course, has to be demonstrated is that he was indeed responsible for the AngloSaxon and Norman forgeries; the fact that they appear alongside the Tudor forgeries
1
The reference is to John Robert Steuart, F.R.S.,
M.R.A.S. (d. 1848), a British subject resident at
Naples who frequently sent parcels of coins for sale
on the London market. His death is noted GM 1848,
pt.i, p. 214.
2
In the catalogue the coins are distinguished by

references to Hawkins and Ruding. For immediate
purposes it is only necessary to indicate their general
type.
3
They are separated from the coins in lots 353-69
by the heading 'Irish Coins'. The annotator may have
been misled by this when writing the note on p. 24.
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in this catalogue is not necessarily evidence that they are by the same manufacturer
and the testimony of the annotator that all were by Emery is not by itself decisive. 1
In the absence of other documentary evidence the only way to establish whether or not
all are by the same hand will be to discover examples of the forgeries concerned and see
whether those of different periods share peculiarities of manufacture and style.
The operation may sound a difficult one but in practice it presents no particular
problems. It may have appeared from what has been said that English numismatists
have not given coin forgery in the nineteenth century a proper share of attention and that
the numismatist of today has to rely exclusively on bones thrown by Wroth or Forrer
if he wants information on it. This is not by any means the case. Whatever neglect
nineteenth-century coin forgers may have suffered is more than made up by the attention
that has been paid by one or two distinguished numismatists to nineteenth-century
coin forgery. It happens that through their work the task of finding coins answering
the descriptions in these lists is virtually accomplished already. In an article published
in 19552 Mr. C. E. Blunt and the late Mr. J. D. A. Thompson drew attention to the
fact that large numbers of coins recognized as forgeries by L. A. Lawrence in a series
of classic papers written at the turn of the century seemed to be the work of a single
'highly competent' forger. These forgeries fell into five groups:
1. ^Ethelwulf-iEthclbald group. Discussed by Lawrence NC 1893, pp. 40-5 and
BNJ ii (1905), pp. 407-8.
2. Harold II-William I and II group. Discussed by Lawrence NC 1897, pp. 226-34
and BNJ iii (1906), pp. 282-5.
3. Henry 1 Matilda -Stephen group. Discussed by Lawrence NC 1899, pp. 241-50
and BNJ hi (1906), pp. 286-8.
4. Temp. Stephen-David of Scotland group. Discussed by Lawrence BNJ hi (1906),
pp. 289-90.
5. Philip and Mary-Francis and Mary-Mary Queen of Scots group. Discussed by
Lawrence BNJ iv (1907), pp. 67-71.
Blunt and Thompson go on to give their reasons for supposing that a single forger
was involved:
These five groups have certain features in common. The workmanship in all cases is of high quality,
giving often a meretricious finish; the items in each group are (however improbably) die-linked and the
dies have often been skilfully altered; in the case of the first four groups the majority of the coins are
overstruck.

In the course of their article they develop this theme and add to the coins in these
five groups a number of other pieces by the same hand that Lawrence and others had
failed to recognize as false. Among these are a group of coins of the lunette type of
Alfred one of which carries the moneyer's name Oeamer; this is a name not found on
any genuine coin, and it seems certain that the lunette coin of this moneyer in the 1844
1
It has not been possible to identify the individual
responsible for the annotations. Three other catalogues
in the Ashmolean Museum are priced in the same
handwriting—catalogues of sales held in Feb. 1841,
May 1843, and July 1843—but they offer no clue to
his identity except in so far as notes in them show

that he must actually have attended the sales in
question.
2
C. E. Blunt and J. D. A. Thompson, 'Forgery
in the Anglo-Saxon Series', BNJ xxviii (1955-7),
pp. 18-25.
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sale must have belonged to this particular group. Blunt and Thompson trace these
forgeries and those condemned by Lawrence as far back as the 1880s and offer some remarks on their manufacturer's methods and motive that recall phrases used by 'N' in 1842:
It is clear that the forger with whom we have to deal was a numismatist of some standing and either
himself an engraver, or with access to the services of a venal engraver, of no mean technical ability.
That profit was a substantial motive is clear but that it was not the only motive is suggested by the
painstaking care with which he altered the dies of some groups, in particular those of Alfred, which
he must have realized would not produce coins of outstanding value. This in fact looks like no more
than a display of technical virtuosity the fruits of which may have given him the quiet satisfaction of
having hoodwinked most of the leading authorities of the day.

It must be emphasized that when they wrote their article Blunt and Thompson were
quite unaware that there was documentary evidence from the 1840s connecting forgeries
of these rather disparate periods and attributing them to Emery. This gives their remarks
an additional significance. It is particularly important that their conclusion that the
Tudor forgeries of their group 5 were by the same hand as the Anglo-Saxon and Norman
forgeries of groups 1-4 was reached on unimpeachable numismatic grounds; this is the
conclusion which suggests most strongly that the forgeries discussed by Lawrence were
the forgeries that had come on the market in the 1840s and were all the work of Emery,
and it is satisfying to know that it was not based by Blunt and Thompson on some
second-hand and possibly unreliable literary tradition.
Detailed comparison of the material discussed by Lawrence against the coins recorded
in the lists of Emery material confirms that the general proposition advanced is correct
and that 'Mr. Emery's mint' was the organization responsible for the production of all
the forgeries involved. It is possible to remove the main discrepancy between Blunt and
Thompson's narrative and the information on Emery already collected by demonstrating
that coins supposed by Blunt and Thompson to have first appeared on the market about
18801 had been available for purchase from the 1840s. The evidence of the 1844 Sotheby
catalogue in this sense can be supplemented in a number of ways, notably by the
presence in lot 143 of the 1857 Chaffers sale of nine of the Norman forgeries and three
of the Tudor, 2 and by the appearance of a false coin of Ecgberht of Wessex certainly by
Emery in a sale at Christie's as early as 1845.3 It is to be feared that the reason why the
circulation of Emery forgeries becomes much more noticeable in the 1880s was that by
then dealers and collectors had largely forgotten about Emery's mint and were content
to accept as genuine coins that a previous generation had known to be false.
In the light of these discoveries it is necessary to produce a revised account of Emery's
operations and output. It is convenient to begin by placing the man and his mint. That
the mint was in London seems certain; the note in Medallic Illustrations indicates that
Emery was living in London in 1842 and the passage in the 1842 Chronicle shows that
it was sufficiently accessible to have its dies—or some of them—confiscated. Given
that it was in London it should in theory be possible to localize it more precisely. If
1

Blunt and Thompson could trace one coin back
to the 1854 Cuff sale but could trace no others earlier
than the Yorke Moore sale of 1879. They concluded
that the forger was working 'from the middle of the
nineteenth century onwards' and were prepared to
believe that he might still have been operating in the
1890s.
2
It was recognized at the time that these were false
C 9039

and they were sold as 'exact representations' 'useful
for comparison'. Unhappily these or similar coins
were sold on subsequent occasions as genuine.
3
H. P. Standly sale, Christie, 5 Mar. 1845, lot 50.
The sale contained a number of coins which if
genuine would be of considerable importance but
seem mostly to have been modern forgeries.
L
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' N ' was correct in stating that Emery was a person of 'ample means' and 'respectable
family' and Wroth was right in thinking that Emery left London in 1842 an Edward
Emery ought to figure in volumes of the Post Office London Directory up to 1842 and
cease to appear in it after 1842; there are, of course, a variety of reasons why his name
might not appear in a directory but it is legitimate to suppose that he would have had
premises of his own in which to set up a mint, and it is worth remembering that as far as
is known his career before 1842 was respectable and he would not therefore have had
a motive for keeping his address a secret before then. With this in view consideration
can be given to the eleven Emery entries in the Post Office London Directory for 1841.
Two Emerys appear in the section of the Directory devoted to the gentry:
John C. Emery, Esq., 22 Broad St. Buildings
Mrs. Emery, 89 Norton St. Fitzroy Square

The others were all in trade:
Aaron Emery, Hope P. H., 15 Gravel Lane, Southwark
Benj. Emery, Salutation P. H., 6 Barton Street, Westminster
Edward Emery, Plate Glass Factor, 7 Kirby Street,
Hatton Garden, and 16 Henrietta Street, Covent Garden
George Emery, Carpenter etc., 21 Swallow Street, Piccadilly
James Emery, Boot and Shoe Maker, 23 Hedge Row, Islington
Richard Emery, Cooper, 6 Brunswick Street, Blackwall
Susannah Emery (Miss), Milliner, 23 Hanway Street, Oxford Street
William Emery, Carpenter, 15 Coldbath Square, Clerkenwell
William Emery, Tailor, 29 Little Bell Alley, Coleman Street

Among these there is only one Edward Emery, the plate glass factor in Hatton
Garden, and search in volumes of the Directory for several years on either side of 1841
does not reveal any other. This man has an obvious claim on numismatist's attention.
He is also the only Emery among those listed who was engaged in a trade to which coin
forgery might be an appropriate side-line. The possibility that he was the forger is
enhanced by the history of the premises where he was in business as shown by successive
volumes of the Directory:
7 Kirby Street
Edward Emery, Plate-glass grinder
Edward Emery, Plate-glass grinder
Edward Emery, Plate-glass factor
Edward Emery, Plate-glass factor
Edward Emery, Plate-glass factor
Edward Emery, Plate-glass factor
Edward Emery, Plate-glass factor
Charles Johns, Plate-glass factor
Ditto
Ditto
N o t listed
Alexander Paul & Co., Printer's Press
Manufacturers
1
The Post Office London Directory began as a
directory constructed on the principle of the modern
telephone directory and did not incorporate a street
directory until 1840. In consequence it is not readily
possible to discover who resided at a particular
1833
1838
1839
1840
1841
1842
1843
1844
1848
1849
1850
1851

16 Henrietta Street
71
?
?
Edward Emery, Plate-glass factor
Edward Emery, Plate-glass factor
Watherston and Brogden, Wholesale jewellers
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
address in years before 1840 without knowing the
surname of the person involved. The only certainty
is that the Directory did not give Emery the Henrietta
Street address before 1840.
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From this it appears that Emery was in business in Kirby Street by the early 1830s;
that by 1839 he had prospered sufficiently to describe himself as 'plate-glass factor'
rather than 'plate-glass grinder'; that by 1840 he had additional premises in Henrietta
Street; that by 1842 he had discontinued the use of these premises; and that by 1844
he had made way for Charles Johns in Kirby Street. By and large this information fits
in well with the sketch of Emery's career provided by 'N', Webster, and Wroth. It is
thoroughly satisfactory to find the plate-glass factor taking on additional premises not
long before the forgeries appeared on the market and to find him going out of business
not long after their exposure; it is initially disappointing that he should disappear from
the Directory in 1843-4 rather than in 1842-3, but once allowance is made for the fact
that copy for directories is frequently collected in the year preceding the date which
appears on the title-page of any particular volume it can be seen that his appearance in
the 1843 directory need not rule out his having left London as early as the autumn of
1842. One might even find significance in the subsequent history of the premises. It is
tempting to see a connection between the disappearance from the Directory in 1849-50
of the plate-glass factor Charles Johns and the fact that the date of Emery's death as
given in Medallic Illustrations is 'about 1850'. Charles Johns does not appear under other
addresses before 1844 or after 1849 and his appearance between 1844 and 1849 could
be due to his acting in this period on behalf of an employer whose name could not
officially be mentioned.
It is fair to add that proof of the identify of forger and plate-glass factor is lacking.
It has not proved possible to connect the plate-glass factor with a 'respectable family' as
indicated by 'N' or to establish anything from the statement in Medallic Illustrations
that the forger died at Hastings. The records at Somerset House reveal no Edward
Emery dying at Hastings or in its neighbourhood at any time between 1845 and 1865.1
Of the twenty-odd Edward Emerys who died at places in southern England and the
midlands between 1847 and 1859 the most likely to have been the forger—the adult
Edward Emery dying in south-eastern England nearest 1850—was Edward Emery,
'looking glass silverer', who died at 96 High Holborn on 6 June 1851, at the age of 49.2
Administration of his estate was granted to his widow Martha Emery. In the grant of
administration he is described as 'plate-glass factor' and it seems likely that he was the
man who had been in business in Kirby Street. This line of argument gives some prima
facie support to the equation of forger and plate-glass factor but does not prove it. 3
A related problem now demands investigation. Who was the engraver whom Emery
employed ? His existence is not perhaps absolutely certain—-statements that an engraver
was being employed may be due not to positive knowledge but to a belief that the
1

A family of the surname Emary (sic) was prominent in Hastings during the period. James Emary,
proprietor of the Albion Hotel, Hastings, represented
the East Ward of the borough on the local council
(Osborne's Stranger's Guide and Directory to Hastings
and St. Leonard's for 1854, p. 7 of directory). When
Mayor of Hastings in 1851 he presided over a meeting
called to protest against Papal Aggression and was reported as saying that'he attended on the understanding
that this was not a political meeting, and he hoped
gentlemen would abstain from party politics in the observations they might make' (The Times, 4 Apr. 1851).

2

The cause of death was given as 'Apoplexy 24
hours'.
3
One other argument for associating forger and
plate-glass factor is that Emery dies were in Lord
Londesborough's possession in the spring of 1852.
It would be a natural step for Emery's widow to
realize available assets in the months immediately after
her husband's death. At the same time if the forger
died in June 1851 it can scarcely have been his death
that caused Charles Johns's departure from Kirby
Street,
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forgeries were too skilled to be the handiwork of any one but an experienced professional, and such a belief might have been unfounded—but it is more likely than not that
he did exist and there is in fact evidence connecting one particular engraver with these
forgeries.
The individual in question is William Joseph Taylor (1802-85), a prolific medallist,
die-sinker, and engraver at work in London from 1829 onwards. 1 Taylor is known to
have been involved in enterprises of a kind that respectable numismatists would frown
on and there would be no particular objection to positing him as Emery's accomplice
if the evidence connecting him with the Emery forgeries were to prove at all convincing.
The links between him and the forgeries are two. One is a provenance. There are today
in the possession of Messrs. Baldwin three of the dies used in the production of Emery
forgeries and it is known that these were among a number of dies acquired by the late
Dr. Stanley Bousfield from Taylor's workshop. 2 The other link is a coin. One of the
forgeries seen in a London shop-window in 1849 and associated by the Numismatic
Chronicle with Emery was a copy of a medal struck by Pope Gregory XIII to celebrate
the Massacre of St. Bartholomew. This is unexpected in the Emery context and it is
distinctly possible that it was one of the 'copies of the St. Bartholomew Medal' in
bronze or white metal which Taylor's acquaintance James Henry later stated 'were
about 1850, made for the late Mr. Peter Whelan, coin dealer, by the late W. J. Taylor,
medallist, of Little Queen Street, Holborn'. 3 If it was one of these copies a reasonable
explanation for its presence in a group of forgeries associated with Emery could be that
Taylor and Emery had some professional connection. But caution is advisable. It is
known that Taylor had a consuming interest in the techniques of die-sinking and that
he was in the habit of acquiring old dies for a variety of professional purposes. He
might well have obtained Emery dies in some quite innocent way. It is also possible to
conceive innocent ways in which a Taylor St. Bartholomew medal could have fetched
up alongside Emery forgeries. It should be noted, that, in conversation with Henry,
Taylor maintained that his St. Bartholomew medals were not intended as forgeries and
were deliberately made a little larger than the original medal from which they were
copied; 4 Taylor may have had his tongue in his cheek when he said this, for the medals
are in other respects exact reproductions and would have deceived all but the most
expert eye, but it is at least evident that he was prepared to have his connection with
these medals put on record. 5 The mention of Peter Whelan as the dealer for whom the
medals were produced introduces a new name to the discussion—could Whelan have
been the proprietor of the shop where the St. Bartholomew medal and Emery forgeries
were on display in 1849?—but does not make the position any clearer. 6
1
There is a biographical note on Taylor in Forrer,
op. cit., vol. vi, p. 41. See also R. N. P. Hawkins,
Dictionary of Makers of British Nineteenth Century
Metallic Tickets and Checks pt. 3, ' Makers in the
London Area', SCMB 1968, pp. 247-9; and C.
Wilson Peck, English Copper, Tin and Bronze Coins
in the British Museum 1558-1958, London, 1960,
pp. 221-6, 612-14.
2
Information given to Mr. C. E. Blunt by the late
Mr. A. H. F. Baldwin.
3
Numismatic Magazine, v (1890), p. 47.
4
Ibid., loc. cit.

5
Peck, op. cit., p. 614, quotes a letter from Henry
to R. A. Hoblyn dated 3 Oct. 1887 in which Henry
gives an account of his connection with Taylor and
some useful information on Taylor's operations. In
it Henry refers to Taylor's 'great delight in showing
me the making of dies, medals, etc.', and notes that
Taylor 'was however a very curious old gentleman in
many things and I soon found that it was not wise
to question any statement he made, but to let it pass
and believe it or not as one pleased'.
6
Peck, op. cit., p. 256, notes another connection
between Taylor and Whelan.
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Before leaving the subject of Emery's engraver it is appropriate to say something about
the relationship of engraver and employer. The passages cited show that contemporaries
saw the primary responsibility for the manufacture of the forgeries as being Emery's and
that it was the practice of numismatists to attach Emery's name to them. What may not
be realized is that this runs contrary to normal numismatic usage. In no other case is a
series of forgeries known by the name of its instigator rather than by the name of the
man who cut the false dies. Obviously one could explain the departure from the norm in
this case merely by the fact that no one knew the engraver's name or knew for certain that
he existed. A more sophisticated explanation is also possible. A feature of Emery forgeries
which will emerge in a moment is the degree of imagination shown in their conception
and production—it was no ordinary forger who carried off a vulgar joke at the expense
of his contemporaries by producing coins of King Ecgberht of Wessex by a moneyer
Wulgar otherwise unknown; concocted a coin that Richard I might have struck at the
mint of Ascalon when on the Third Crusade (evidently realizing that English coins of
Richard I's reign with Richard's name would not go down readily with collectors);
or struck a convincing coin in the Scottish series from a Francis and Mary obverse die
dated 1558 and a Mary reverse dated 1561 by the simple expedient of so positioning the
blank that the date 1561 was not reproduced 1 —and there is at least one reason for
supposing that it was Emery and not his engraver who possessed this imagination.
Scottish numismatists will discern it more rapidly than others. The fact that the forgeries
associable with Emery include a substantial number of forgeries of coins of Mary
Queen of Scots and her husbands must surely reflect Emery's awareness that Mary's
principal engraver was the Frenchman Nicholas Emery and be an indication that he
took a personal interest in the choice of types to be produced. It may then not be wholly
unjust if the principal credit for the forgeries continues to be given to Emery rather than
to his engraver (if, of course, such an engraver existed).
A study of the forgeries themselves prompts other reflections. It will be seen from the
catalogue of Emery material that follows at the end of the paper that Emery forgeries
have represented a very considerable threat to student as well as collector from the time
that they came on the market down to the present day. Their importance has stemmed
in part from this quality of imagination just noted; in part from their number and the
range of numismatic territory that they cover; and in part from their sheer technical
excellence. They start with the advantage that they are in general of respectable fabric,
weight, and metallic content; those which are not are mostly jeux cfesprit by their
manufacturer which he cannot have supposed would ever be accepted as genuine (e.g.
strikings in white metal of ryals of Mary). Advances in numismatic knowledge since
the 1840s have done something to neutralize this advantage, if only by demonstrating
that certain combinations of obverse and reverse types thought feasible in Emery's
day are in practice impossible or implausible, but they have not wholly swept it aside;
it remains the case that Emery forgeries cannot be recognized from any technical failing
common to all and it is always necessary to look carefully at details of style and lettering
on any individual coin before it can be added to the Emery canon. Identification of
these forgeries has in consequence been a long and toilsome business and has not yet
been completed. Numismatists can judge the threat that they currently present from a
list of those that have been treated as genuine in catalogues of coin sales or in other
1

These are the forgeries numbered 5, 58, and 96 in the catalogue given below, pp. 153-70.
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publications during the last thirty years but have since been recognized as the work of
Emery's mint. Of those listed only the coins of Alfred have actually been condemned in
print: 1
Ecgberht. Cross/cross crosslet. Moneyer Wulgar.
(a) Lockett 2689 ex Grantley 972 ex Lawrence.
(b) Glasgow Sylloge 531 ex Coats ex Wigan.
(c) Copenhagen Sylloge 653 ex Montagu 465 ex Brice ex Bergne 132.
jEthelwulf. Bust/cross and wedges. Moneyer Osmund.
Cambridge Sylloge 527 ex Young ex P. W. Carlyon-Britton 323 ex Young (1881) 11 ex Wigan.
^Elfred. Lunette type. Moneyer Oeamer.
Lockett 487 ex Wilcox 12 ex Murdoch 87.
iElfred. Lunette type. Moneyer Osric.
Grantley 997 ex Lawrence.
Alfred. Lunette type. Moneyer Tata.
Grantley 996.
Harthacnut. Jewel Cross type. Moneyer Brunnan on Lund.
Ryan 841 ex Collector (1928) 247, stated to have been 'found in Romney Marsh in 1846'.
Harthacnut. Jewel Cross type. Moneyer Frithi on Stenice.
(a) Specimen ill. BNJ xxviii (1955-7), pi. xxi, no. 45.
(b) SCMB Jan. 1960 no. 4350 (cut halfpenny).
William I. Profile bust/PAXS type mule. Moneyer Esbrn on Serbri. SNC Oct. 1970, no. 11234.
Henry I. Pellets on Quatrefoil type. Moneyer Cristret on Ces.
Lockett 2929 ex Wilcox 96 ex Murdoch 220.
Robert de Stuteville. Horseman/ornamental design.
Drabble 733.
Stephen and Matilda. Standing figures/ornamental design.
Norweb Sylloge 314 ex Ryan 932 ex Bliss 186 ex Maynard 19.

It should also be noted that three Emery forgeries are illustrated on the plates of
Brooke's English Coins:"2
Ecgberht. Bust/cross and wedges. Brooke pi. xi, no. 6. B.M.A. 401 ex Evans ex Montagu (1888) 29.
Mary. Penny, rose type. Brooke, pi. xli, no. 3. B.M. ex Montagu (1896) 13 ex Brice.
Mary. Half-groat. Brooke, pi. xli, no. 7. B.M. ex Evans.

It is clear from these figures that Emery forgeries achieved a very wide circulation
and that there should be a number of further specimens still to be condemned. The
information brought together in this paper should do something to speed up the process
of identification.
Emery's importance as a forger can also be judged from estimates of the likely scale
of his original operations which can be formed on the basis of the material now collected.
The range of his operations can at least be stated with some precision. Emery forgeries
exist of coins of the following English kings and queens: Ecgberht, /Ethelwulf, yEthelbald,
Alfred, Eadwig, Harthacnut, Harold II, William I, William II, Henry I, Stephen,
Matilda, Richard I, and perhaps also Henry II; Henry VIII, Edward VI, Mary, Philip
and Mary, Elizabeth. To these can be added forgeries of an archiepiscopal coin struck
in the reign of yElfred, of baronial coins struck in the reign of Stephen, and of a coin
of Eleanor of Aquitaine. In the Scottish series Emery produced a reverse die at least for a
coin of David of Scotland corresponding in date to those of Stephen and Matilda, and
otherwise there are Emery forgeries of coins of Francis and Mary, Mary, Mary and
1
2

Blunt and Thompson, op. cit., pp. 21-2.
All three coins have now been transferred to the B.M. forgery collection.
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Darnley, and perhaps also James V, corresponding in date to those of the English
Tudor rulers. In the Irish series there are forgeries of coins of Mary corresponding to
those of the English coins of Mary. Otherwise the only Emery forgeries known or
mentioned are those of coins of Carausius and Allectus, likely to have been struck
because Emery considered Carausius and Allectus rulers of Britain rather than Roman
emperors; those of Otho and the Caliph Omar; the Jane Grey medal, which belongs
conceptually with the forgeries of English Tudor coins; and the St. Bartholomew medal,
which might either be considered as parallel to the English Tudor forgeries or dismissed
as not being by Emery at all. It emerges from this survey that Emery's operations were
essentially confined to the manufacture of coins of three particular historical periods—
Anglo-Saxon, Norman, and Tudor—and that there were other periods—Plantagenet,
Stuart—which he deliberately eschewed. It is particularly clear that he did not produce
forgeries of coins struck by English kings from Henry III to Richard III. 1 His operations
were, however, extremely extensive in the periods that they covered and it is more of a
testimony to his strength of purpose than a sign of his limited importance that his
forgeries fall into these convenient groupings. To be noted in passing is the fact that the
frontiers of his production are a little obscure in the Anglo-Saxon period. Here there are,
on the one hand, well-defined groups of forgeries of coins of kings of Wessex from
Ecgberht to A l f r e d and a coin of Harold II which ties in with those of William I and
II but, on the other hand, some apparently isolated coins of Eadwig and Harthacnut.
There is perhaps a possibility that there are additions to be made to the Emery canon
which would plug gaps in the series, and it should be said that there are candidates for
the honour: false coins of Offa of Mercia and Archbishop Iaenberht of Canterbury
condemned by Blunt and Thompson but not explicitly associated by them with their
'highly-skilled' forger, 2 and, more doubtfully and more interestingly, a round halfpenny of Edward the Confessor recently accepted as genuine by Mr. C. S. S. Lyon but
customarily regarded as false. 3 None of these are so clearly by Emery that they can at the
moment be included in a catalogue of his work.
It is more difficult to estimate the number of coins that were struck at Emery's mint.
It does not seem that more than a dozen coins were as a rule struck from any one
combination of a pair of dies or state of a pair of dies; there are a few exceptions—
there are a total of eleven coins from one particular pair of dies in the forgery cabinets
of Messrs. Baldwin and the British Museum alone—and allowance must be made for the
fact that forgeries of coins too common to be illustrated in sale catalogues are doubtless
much more numerous than the catalogue of material given here indicates, but there are
1

Not only are no such forgeries included in the
contemporary lists of Emery material but there
are no forgeries conceivably attributable to Emery
among those of this period published in Lawrence's
articles on forgeries.
2
Blunt and Thompson, op. cit., p. 23. These coins
appeared on the market in the second half of the
19th century and are of very respectable workmanship,
but have not quite the finish of a normal Emery
forgery and may be of baser metal. The coin of
Archbishop Iaenberht illustrated Brooke, English
Coins, pi. iii, no. 15, is a forgery of this character.
3
C. S. S. Lyon, 'A Round Halfpenny of Edward

the Confessor', BNJxxxiv (1965), pp. 42-5, publishing
a 'halfpenny' of Sovereign/Eagles type, Chester mint,
moneyer Brunninc. Another specimen came to light
shortly afterwards. Coins of this description had
circulated during the nineteenth century and seem
at that time to have been considered false. Lot 15
of the James sale (Sotheby, 13-14 Apr. 1848) consisted of'Edward the Confessor, rev. his Arms, four
Martlets, struck at Worcester, TEOEPJNE ON P I G R ,
veryfine\and a small Coin of the same type, apparently
intended for a Halfpenny, very curious', and was
purchased by the dealer Edwards for £0. 13.?.
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also exceptions in the other direction—it hardly seems likely that there were ever as
many as a dozen examples of the Emery forgery of a coin of Bishop Henry of Blois—•
and it should be borne in mind that Emery's production at any one time would have
depended on the supply of silver or other metal at his disposal. It might not be unreasonable to suppose that the total number of coins produced was somewhere in the
region of 500-750 and the total number in existence today—allowing for the destruction
of a number when recognized as false and allowing for other catastrophes—might be in
the region of 300 or 400.
It remains to place these forgeries against their historical background. Viewed as
forgeries they have a proper claim to a position in numismatists' esteem not far removed
f r o m that accorded to the struck forgeries produced by the continental masters KarlWilhelm Becker (1772-1830) and Luigi Cigoi (1811-75). 1 Viewed in the context of other
forgeries of English coins their predominance is absolute; it is notable that although
they are surpassed in technical perfection by more recent forgeries they remain in many
ways more convincing as coins than these competitors, in part because of their excellent fabric and execution but in the main because their designs possess a certain native
brio which numismatists tend to hail as characteristic of medieval engravers. Yet it is
not their position in the history of forgeries that the present writer wishes at this moment
to emphasize. It is indeed rather counter-productive to stick these forgeries away in a
numismatic Valhalla (or Chamber of Horrors?) alongside those of Becker and Cigoi.
For their proper historical background is not the history of coin-forgery in the nineteenth
century but the history of numismatics in this country in the period immediately preceding their manufacture. The years from 1835 to 1841 were a period of dramatic
advance in numismatic knowledge and in the organization of numismatic research.
They saw the foundation of the Numismatic Society of London; the launching of the
Numismatic Chronicle-, the publication of Edward Hawkins's Silver Coins of England
and John Lindsay's Coinage of Ireland and Coinage of the Heptarchy, all of which were
standard and seminal works; the discovery of the great Cuerdale hoard; and a variety
of other substantial developments.
It is only in the context of these developments that the Emery operations are explicable.
They represent one man's constructive reaction to a situation in which collectors' number,
demands, and numismatic knowledge were all increasing very rapidly and there was for
the first time both a mass market for medieval coins on which a supply of forgeries
could safely be unloaded and a public sophisticated enough to pay substantial amounts
for coins with particular types, legends, and mint-marks instead of just buying one
coin of any given king. The output of the Emery mint was exactly calculated to meet
the demands of the moment, even to the extent of offering the collector, as Lawrence
observed long ago, 2 examples of the specific coins illustrated in the plates of Hawkins's
book, and it is not altogether fanciful to feel that Emery forgeries today are as good an
evocation of the spirit of the period as any written record. Emery forgeries of mules
between types of William I and II are certainly the very coins which would have been
1
Becker specialized in the forgery of Greek and
Roman coins, and his career has been surveyed at
length by (Sir) G. F. Hill, Becker the Counterfeiter,
pt. i (London, 1924), 72 pp.+8 pi.; pt. ii (London,
1925), 39 p p . + 11 pi. Cigoi was a forger of Roman

and Italian coins and has recently been the subject of
a monograph by L. Brunetti, Opus Monetale Cigoi
(Trieste, 1966), 158 p p . + 14 pi.
2
NC 1899, pp. 248-9.
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attractive to the great collectors of the 1840s, and in handling them the numismatist can
perhaps recapture some of the excitement felt by a Cuff, a Dymock, or a Durrarrt when
they came across some such piece in the recesses of Till or Cureton's stock. 1
PROVISIONAL CATALOGUE OF EMERY

MATERIAL

Introductory Note
The primary source for this catalogue has been the collection of forgeries of British coins in the British
Museum. Its evidence is of great value since it contains both a run of the forgeries of Tudor coins
associated with Emery in the nineteenth century and the bulk of the material discussed by Lawrence
in his papers on the series. It should, however, be noted that its value is to some extent diminished by
the fact that it was not normal Museum practice until the 1950s that accessions to the forgery collection
should be registered. As a result the Museum has no record of the circumstances in which many of the
coins were acquired, and the coins themselves are often inadequately ticketed or not ticketed at all.
This is an unfortunate situation and it has not been improved by the passage of time and coins'
natural tendency to get moved from the tickets on which they were at first placed. It would be a
considerable service to the numismatic public if a member of the staff of the Department of Coins
and Medals could go through the collection and systematically ticket and weigh its contents.
Its evidence has been supplemented in a number of ways. It has been possible to trace many specimens of Emery forgeries through illustrations or descriptions in catalogues of coin sales and articles
on the coinages of particular rulers. Sources of this kind have been particularly valuable for the
forgeries of Anglo-Saxon and Norman coins and distinctly less valuable for the forgeries of Tudor coins;
the latter circulated just as widely in the sale room but are not traceable through illustrations because
the coins which they pretended to be were not sufficiently rare to deserve illustration, and are not
traceable when not illustrated because they tend to differ f r o m their genuine counterparts in workmanship rather than in details of design and legend. This has had an unbalancing effect on the catalogue,
and it is not to be supposed that the number of specimens of forgeries of coins of Mary and of Philip
and Mary listed is a reliable indication of the number struck. It is necessary to make the further caveat
that pieces listed in the catalogue as separate examples of one given forgery may in fact be the same
example of that forgery under different guises; provenances of these pieces have not been recorded
with any great care and a specimen now without a history might well have passed through the sale
room on a number of occasions in the past.
The varieties of Emery forgeries listed number a little over 100. The number of pairs of false dies
involved is probably very much less. The die-links actually noted in the catalogue give only the barest
indication of the extent to which these forgeries are interconnected. Forgeries of apparently dissimilar
types share details of design and legend in the most surprising ways; the forgeries of coins of Ecgberht
of Wessex which head the list carry a variety of obverse and reverse designs and legends but are evidently
technically connected because on all of them the reverse legend ends with the word M O N E T A set out in a
particular way and followed by a curved line in the air where an alteration has been made in the design.
The reader will find detailed analyses of these 'partial' die-links in the papers by Lawrence and by
Blunt and Thompson cited; they are not taken account of here partly for the sake of clarity and partly
because it is not in all cases certain whether 'partial' die-links are due to tooling at Emery's mint of one
pair of dies to produce several dissimilar forgeries or whether they are in fact due to the use at the
mint of a number of common punches in the manufacture of a number of separate dies. In the present
catalogue the only forgeries described as sharing an obverse or reverse die are those that are struck
from one and the same state of a die and those that are struck from states of a die so similar that it is
certain that only one die is involved.
1
A number of scholars have given me information
and advice on aspects of Emery's work. I am particularly indebted to Mr. C. E. Blunt who has given
me the benefit of his very considerable knowledge of
coin forgery and of nineteenth-century numismatics
and numismatists and has allowed me to incorporate
in this paper a number of discoveries of his own. 1

am also indebted for assistance on various points to
Mr. M. Dolley; Dr. J. P. C. Kent; Miss M. M.
Archibald; Mrs. Joan Murray; and Mr. R. N. P.
Hawkins; and to Mr. Peter Mitchell for allowing me
to study the Emery forgeries in the possession of
Messrs. A. H. Baldwin and Sons.
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The reader should also refer to the papers by Lawrence for information on overstrikes. Recognition
of overstrikes was one of Lawrence's particular fortes and he was able to demonstrate that a number
of the forgeries of Norman coins were struck over Tealby or Short Cross originals. Mr. Ian Stewart
has recently pointed out that an Emery forgery of a coin of Richard I (below, p. 164) is overstruck on a
milled silver coin of Carl Wilhelm Ferdinand of Brunswick-Wolfenbiittel; there are as yet no other
additions to Lawrence's canon.
1. Ecgberht. Penny. Monogram type. Moneyer Aenred.
Obv. + E C G B E A R H T R E X . Head r. Legend begins below head.
Rev. + A E N R E D M O N E T A . E C B O R monogram.
(a) SNC Nov.-Dec. 1922 no. 11956 (ill.) ex Thorburn (1918) 45 (ill.) ex Montagu (1895) 455 ex Brice ex
Young (1881) 8.
(.b) O'Hagan (1907) 315 (ill.),
(c) SNC Nov.-Dec. 1922 no. 11957.
Condemned by Blunt and Thompson, op. cit., p. 21.
2. Ecgberht. Penny. Monogram type. Moneyer Biosel.
Obv. + E C G B E O R H T R E X . Head r. Legend begins below head.
Rev. + B I O S E L M O N E T A . E C B O R monogram.
(a) Glasgow Sylloge 532 (ill.) ex Coats ex Yorke Moore (1879) 57. Weight 21-1 gr. Axis f
(,b) SNC Aug. 1928 no. 80229 (ill.).
(c) SNC Apr. 1927 no. 66955 ex Bruun (1925) 52 (ill.) ex Astronomer (1906) 136 (ill.) ex Montagu (1895)
454 (ill.). Weight given Bruun cat. 20-2 gr.
(d) Dawnay (1922) 19 (ill.) ex Richardson (1895) 29 ex Montagu (1888) 28 ex Bergne (1873) 129 ex Murchison (1866) 143 ex Addison (1855) 21.
(e) (probably these dies) Gentleman (1885) 10 ex Wigan.
Condemned by Blunt and Thompson, op. cit., p. 21.
3. Ecgberht. Penny. Monogram type. Moneyer Swene.
Obv. Same obverse die as 1.
Rev. + S V E N E M O N E T A . E C B O R monogram.
(a) B.M. 1915-5-7 ex Evans. Weight 19-3 gr. Axis
[PI. I. 3]
(b) Seen Baldwin 1955 ex Murdoch (1903) 62 ex Nunn (1896) 72 ex Marsham (1888) 129 ex Wrighton
(1874) 49.
Condemned by Blunt and Thompson, op. cit., p. 21. (b) is illustrated BNJ xxviii (1955-7), pi. i
no. 5.
4. Ecgberht. Penny. Monogram type. Moneyer Tidem.
Obv. + E C G B E A R / H T R E X . Bust r. Legend begins above bust.
Rev. - f * T I D E M M O N E T A . E C B O R monogram.
(a) Seen Baldwin 1955.
(b) SNC Apr. 1927 no. 66951 exBascom (1914) 53 (ill.). Weight given Bascom cat. 22-5 gr.
Condemned by Blunt and Thompson, op. cit., p. 21. (a) is illustrated BNJ xxviii (1955-7), pi. i
no. 6.
5. Ecgberht. Penny. Cross/Cross Crosslet type. Moneyer Wulgar.
Obv. + H E C B E A R H T R E X . Cross.
Rev. + P V L G A R M O N E T A . Cross crosslet.
(a) Glasgow Sylloge 531 (ill.) ex Coats ex Wigan. Weight 15-8 gr. Axis
(b) Copenhagen Sylloge 653 (ill.) ex Montagu (1895) 465 ex Brice ex Bergne (1873) 132. Weight 19-4 gr.
Axis
(c) Lockett (1958) 2689 (ill.) ex Grantley (1944) 972 (ill.) ex Lawrence. Weight given Lockett cat. 21 gr.
0d) Standly (1845) 50.
Not previously condemned. Illustrated as genuine BNJ xxviii (1955-7), pi. xxvii no. 5.
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6. Ecgberht. Penny. Head/Cross and Wedges type. Moneyer Osmund.
Obv. + H E C B E A R H T R E X . Head r.
Rev. + O S M V N D M O N E T A . Cross with wedges in angles.
(a) Cambridge Sylloge 991 (ill.) ex Henderson ex Montagu (1895) 463 ex Brice ex Bergne (1873) 130 ex
Martin (1859) 3. Weight 18-0 gr. Axis \
(b) B.M.A. 401 ex Evans ex Messrs. Spink 1889 presumably = Montagu (1888) 29 (purchased by Spink).
Weight 19-9 gr. Axis -J. [PI. I. 6]
(c) Blunt ex Lawrence. Weight 19-75 gr. Axis
(d) Seen Baldwin 1955.
(e) P. W. Carlyon-Britton (1918) 1634a.
Condemned by P. Grierson, Sylloge of Coins of the British Isles, Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge,
pt. i, Ancient British and Anglo-Saxon Coins, 1958, facing pi. xxxii.
7. vEthelwulf. Penny. Bust/Cross and Wedges type. Moneyer Osmund.
Obv. + E D E L V V L F R E X . Bust r.
Rev. Same reverse die as 6.
(a) Cambridge Sylloge 527 (ill.) ex Young ex P. W. Carlyon-Britton (1913) 323 ex Young (1881) 11 ex
Wigan. Weight 20-9 gr. Axis j
N o t previously condemned.
8. iEthelwulf. Penny. Name on Cross type. Moneyer Torhtulf.
Obv. + A E D E L W L F R E X . Bust r.
Rev. - f - T O R H T / V L F M O / N E T A on limbs of cross.
(a) Seen Baldwin 1970 ex Lawrence ex Doulton. Weight 20-5 gr. Axis \ [PI. I. 8]
lb) Montagu (1895) 484 ex Brice.
Condemned by Blunt and Thompson, op. cit., pp. 20-1; cf. L. A. Lawrence, NC 1893, pi. iv and
BNJ ii (1905), pp. 407-9 and pi. ii no. 51.
9. /Ethel wulf. Penny. Bust/(invented reverse) D O R O B E R N I A C I V I .
Obv. Same obverse die as 8.
Rev. + + / D O R O / B E R N / I A C I V I / . + . in five lines across field,
(a) Shown Ashmolean Museum 1955. Weight 24-7 gr. Axis not noted.
Condemned by Blunt and Thompson, op. cit., pp. 20-1. (a) is illustrated BNJxxviii
no. 3.

(1955-7), pi. i

10. /Ethelbald. Penny. Name on Cross type. Moneyer Torhtulf.
Obv. Same obverse die as 8 and 9, A E D E L V V L E altered to A E D E L B A L D .
Rev. Same reverse die as 8.
(a) Seen Baldwin 1970 ex Lawrence. Weight 19-1 gr. Axis \ [PI. I. 10]
(b) Montagu (1895) 498 (ill.) ex Brice ex Webster. Weight 19-7 gr.
(c) Montagu (1888) 31 ex Joseph Gibbs. Weight 18-0 gr.
(d) Seen Spink c. 1893. Weight 19-8 gr.
Condemned by Blunt and Thompson, op. cit., pp. 20-1; cf. Lawrence, NC 1887, pp. 136-8; NC
1893, pp. 40-5 and pi. iv; and BNJ ii (1905), pp. 407-9 and pi. ii no. 52.
11. Abp. /Ethe(l)red of Canterbury. Intended denomination uncertain. Name in two lines / D O R O B E R N I A
C I V I , invented type.
Obv. E D E R E D / A R C H I E P I in two lines across field.
Rev. Same reverse die as 9.
(a) B.M. presented Blunt 1955 ex P. W. Carlyon-Britton (withheld from sale). Weight 61 0 gr. Axis f
[PI. I. 11]
Condemned by Blunt and Thompson, op. cit., p. 21. (a) is illustrated BNJxxviii (1955-7), pi. i no. 4.
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12. yElfred. Penny. Lunette type. Moneyer Lude.
Obv. A E L F R E D R E X + . Bust r.
Rev. L V . D E / M O N / E T A , M O N and E T A in whole lunettes.
(a) B.M. presented Banks 1965 ex Ebsworth ex Arnold ex SNC Sept.-Oct. 1925 no. 44031 ex Bruun (1925)
59 ex Gentleman (1903) 346. Weight 18-7 gr. Axis f
(,b) SNC Apr. 1927 no. 66999 (ill.).
(c) Wilcox (1908) 8 ex Murdoch (1903) 85 ex Montagu (1895) 553.
id) Nunn (1896) 81 ex Montagu (1888) 35 ex Brice.
(e) Seen by Roach Smith in Sandwich 1873 (cf. letter from C.R.S. to Evans 19 Nov. 1873 enclosing cast,
Evans MSS., Ashmolean Museum).
Condemned by Blunt and Thompson, op. cit., pp. 21-2.
13. Alfred. Penny. Lunette type. Moneyer Oeamer.
Obv.

+AELRRED

:/RE+.Bustr.

Rev. O E A M E R / . " . M O N . • . / • . ' E T A ' . ' , M O N and E T A in whole lunettes.
(a) Seen Baldwin 1955.
(b) Lockett (1955) 487 (ill.) ex Wilcox (1908) 12 ex Murdoch (1903) 87.
(c) James, etc. (1896) 339.
A specimen of 13 was passed Sotheby 3-5 May 1844 lot 353, but examples circulated until condemned by Blunt and Thompson, op. cit., pp. 21-2. (a) is illustrated BNJxxviii (1955-7), pi. i no. 8.
14. Alfred. Penny. Lunette type. Moneyer Osric.
Obv. A E L F R E D R E X . Bust r.
Rev. + O S F U C > / . ' . M O N . ' . / ' . ' E T A V , M O N and E T A in whole lunettes.
(a) B.M. presented Hooper 1955 ex Grantley (1944) 997 (ill.) ex Lawrence. Weight 18-8 gr. Axis \
(b) SNC Nov.-Dec. 1923 no. 25266 (ill.) = SNC Nov.-Dec. 1922 no. 11969 (ill.)
(c) SNC May-June 1920 no. 81340 ex ? Reynolds (1914) 46 (ill.) ex Murdoch (1903) 86 ex ? Montagu
(1895) 552 ex Brice ex Yorke Moore (1879) 71. Weight noted Reynolds cat. 17-5 gr.
(d) Crowther (1904) 19 (ill.) ex Marsham (1888) 143.
le) Montagu (1888) 36.
i f ) Christmas (1864) 177.
Condemned by Blunt and Thompson, op. cit., pp. 21-2.
15. Alfred. Penny. Lunette type. Moneyer Tata.
Obv. E L F E R E D M - X + . Bust r.
Rev. + T A T A : / . " . M O N . ' . / \ ' E T A V , M O N and E T A in whole lunettes.
(а) Cambridge Sylloge 992 (ill.) ex Henderson ex Murdoch (1903) 83 ex Montagu (1895) 548 ex Shorthouse
(1886) 94 ex Shepherd (1885) 69. Weight 17-9 gr. Axis f
(б) Glasgow Sylloge 1237 (ill.) ex Coats ex Yorke Moore (1879) 70. Weight 15-4 gr. Axis f
(c) Grantley (1944) 996 (ill.).
id) SNC May-June 1920 no. 81341 ex Nunn (1896) 80 ex Cotton (1889) 15 ex Montagu (1888) 37 ex Brice.
(e) Murdoch (1903) 84 ex Richardson (1895) 33 ex Marsham (1888) 144.
Condemned by Blunt and Thompson, op. cit., p. 22.
16. Eadwig. Penny. Bust/Circumscription type. Mint London, moneyer Athulf.
Obv. + E A D V V I G R E X . Bust r.
Rev.

+ A D V L F MONETA LVND.

CrOSS.

(a) B.M. presented Lawrence 1929 ex Grantley ex Murdoch (1903) 124 (ill.) ex Montagu (1895) 697 (ill.)
ex Brice. Weight 20-1 gr. Axis f
Condemned by Blunt and Thompson, op. cit., p. 23; cf. BNJ iii (1906), p. 375 (exhibition by
Lawrence of a forgery of a penny of Eadwig with bust, gift of Lady Buckley); further information
on tickets under B.M. specimen.
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17. Eadwig. Penny. Bust/Circumscription type. Mint London, moneyer Aired.
Obv. Same obverse die as 16.
Rev. Same reverse die as 16,

ADVLF

altered to

ALRED.

(a) Seen Baldwin 1955.
Condemned by Blunt and Thompson, op. cit., p. 23. (a) is illustrated BNJ xx\iii (1955-7), pi. i
no. 11.
18. Harthacnut. Penny. Jewel Cross type. Mint London, moneyer Brunnan.
Obv. + H A R D A / C N V T R E . Bust r.
Rev. + B R V N H A N O N L V N D . Jewel Cross.
(a) Ryan (1952) 841 (ill.) ex Collector (1928) 247, there described as 'found in Romney Marsh in 1846' (sic).
N o t previously condemned. Mr. C. E. Blunt drew my attention to the die-link between this piece
and the next.
19. Harthacnut. Penny. Jewel Cross type. Mint Steyning, moneyer Frithi = Frithiwine.
Obv. Same obverse die as 18.
Rev.

+ FRIBI O N STENICE.

(a) B.M. 1947 12-4-2 presented Simon ex Montagu (1896) 105 (ill., but passed). Weight 22-3 gr. Axis f
[PL I. 19]
(b) Specimen illustrated BNJ xxviii (1955-7), pi. xxi no. 45 as genuine.
(c) (Cut halfpenny) SCMB 1960 no. 4350 (ill.).
A specimen of 19 was passed Sotheby 3-5 May 1844 lot 354, and the Montagu specimen was also
seen to be false; but the dies have not been formally condemned before and coins struck from them
have continued to circulate.
20. Harold II. Penny, PAX type. Mint Lewes, moneyer Leofiiild.
Obv.
Rev.

+ H A R O L D REX A N G .

Bust 1.
across field.

+ LEOFIIILD OM LEPE: P A X

(a) B.M. no provenance. Weight 20-5 gr. Axis f [PI. I. 20]
(b) (Broken) L. A. Lawrence 'obtained in the early days of my collecting' (ill. NC 1897, pi. x no. 1 and
BNJ W (1905), pi. iii no. 76).
(c) Specimen illustrated BNJ iii (1906), pi. ii no. 26.
Condemned by L. A. Lawrence, NC 1897, pp. 226-7.
21. William I. Penny. Profile-Cross and trefoils/(Harold II) PAX type mule. Mint Lewes, moneyer
Leofiiild.
Obv. + P I L L E L M R E X . Bust r. with sceptre.
Rev. Same reverse die as 20.
(a) B.M. ex Murdoch (1903) 194 (passed) ex Montagu (1896) 224 ex Addington. Weight 19-5 gr. Axis f
[PI. I. 21]
Condemned by L. A. Lawrence, NC 1897, pp. 227-8; see also H. Montagu, NC 1884, pp. 59-65,
with woodcut, (a) is illustrated NC 1897, pi. x no. 2, and BNJ iii (1906), pi. ii no. 27.
22. William I. Penny. Profile/Cross and trefoils type. Mint Lewes, moneyer Leofiiild.
Obv. Same obverse die as 21.
Rev. + L E E F I I I L D O M L E P E : Cross, trefoils in angles.
(a) Murdoch (1903) 192 (passed) ex Montagu (1896) 220 ex Shorthouse (1886) 142.
Condemned by L. A. Lawrence, NC 1897, p. 228. (a) is illustrated NC 1897, pi. x no. 3 and BNJ
iii (1906), pi. ii no. 28. [An electrotype of (a) is illustrated PI. I. 22],
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23. William I. Penny. Profile-Cross and trefoils/PAXs type mule. Mint Lincoln, moneyer Liford.
Obv. Same obverse die as 21.
Rev. + L I F O R D O N L I N C O . Cross, P , A, x, s in angles.
(a) B.M. no provenance. Weight 21-1 gr. Axis f [PI. I. 23]
(.b) B.M. no provenance. Weight 22-3 gr. Axis f
(c) Montagu (1896) 225 ex Brice ex Bergne (1873) 305 ex Cuff (1854) 688.
Condemned by L. A. Lawrence, NC 1897, p. 228. (c) is illustrated NC 1897, pi. x no. 5 a n d BNJ
iii (1906), pi. ii no. 30.
24. William I. Penny. Profile-Cross and trefoils/PAXs type mule. Mint Salisbury, moneyer Esbrn.
Obv. Same obverse die as 21.
Rev. + E S B R N O N S E R B R I . Cross, P , A, x, s in angles.
(a) SNC Oct. 1970 no. 11234 (ill.).
N o t previously condemned. The coin was withdrawn f r o m sale on recognition of the die-link with
Emery forgeries.
25. William I. Penny. Profile-Cross and trefoils/PAXs type mule. Mint Salisbury, moneyer Godwine.
Obv. Same obverse die as 21.
Rev. + G O D P I N E O N S I E R B I . Cross, p, A , X , S in angles.
(a) Specimen illustrated BNJ iii (1906), pi. ii no. 32.
Condemned by L. A. Lawrence, BNJ iii (1906), facing pi. ii.
26. William I. Penny. Profile-Cross and trefoils/PAXs type mule. Mint Winchester, moneyer Siword.
Obv. Same obverse die as 21.
Rev. + S I P O R D O N P I N C E . Cross, p, A, x, s in angles.
(a) Seen Baldwin 1970. Weight 21-2 gr. Axis f [PL I. 26]
(b) Montagu (1896) 226 ex Addington, stated in Montagu cat. to be from 'Beaworth find' (sic).
(c) Bliss (not in sale) ex Webb (1894) 8 ex Neck ex Wigan.
(d) Rostron (1892) 9 ex Marsham (1888) 227.
Condemned by L. A. Lawrence, NC 1897, p. 229. (b) is illustrated BNJ iii (1906), pi. ii no. 31 a n d
(c) is illustrated NC 1897, pi. x no. 7.
27. William II. Penny. (William II) Profile/(William I) Profile-Cross and trefoils type mule. Mint
Lewes, moneyer Leefiiild.
Obv. + P I L L E L M R E X . Bust r. with sword.
Rev. Same reverse die as 22.
(a) Murdoch (1903) 204 (passed) ex Montagu (1896) 248 ex Sotheby 10-13 Apr. 1889 lot 685 (from collection of Miss Williams).
Condemned by L. A. Lawrence, NC 1897, p. 228. (a) is illustrated NC 1897, pi. x no. 4 a n d BNJ
iii (1906), pi. ii no. 29. [An electrotype of (a) is illustrated PI. I. 27],
28. William II. Penny. (William II) Profile/(William I) P A X S type mule. Mint Lincoln, moneyer Liford.
Obv. + P I L L E L M R E X . Bust r. with sword (longer sword than on 27).
Rev. Same reverse die as 23.
(a) B.M. ex Walters ex Montagu (1896) 249 ex Brice ex Bergne (1873) 304 ex Murchison (1864) 14. Weight
22-2 gr. Axis f
Condemned by L. A. Lawrence, NC 1897, p. 229. (a) is illustrated NC 1897, pi. x no. 6.
29. William II. Penny. Profile/Cross in Quatrefoil type mule. Mint Chester, moneyer Lifdin.
Obv. Same obverse die as 28.
Rev. + L I F D I N O N L E S T E . Cross within quatrefoil.
(a) Specimen illustrated BNJ iii (1906), pi. ii no. 33 = (presumably) Montagu (1896) 247 (not ill.) ex
Shorthouse.
Condemned by Lawrence, BNJ iii (1906), facing pi. ii.
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30. William II. Penny. Cross Voided type. Mint Leicester, moneyer Godard.
N o t traced. Described Sotheby 3-5 May 1844 lot 355 as follows:
William II, with stars, rather different to Ruding, Supp. pi. ii no. 1, moneyer's name
unpublished, fine, and very rare.

G O D A R D . O N . LEHRE,

31. William II. Penny. Cross Voided type. Mint Lewes, moneyer Leefiiild.
Obv. + P I L L E L M R E X . Bust facing between two stars.
Rev. + L E E F I I I L D O M L E P E . Voided cross pattee.
(a) O'Hagan (1907) 417 ex Webb (not in sale).
Cb) C. R. Taylor (1874) 211.
Condemned by L. A. Lawrence, NC 1897, pp. 229-30. (a) is illustrated NC 1897, pi. x no. 8.
32. William II. Penny. Cross Voided type. Mint Chester, moneyer Lifdin.
Obv. Same obverse die as 31.
Rev. + L I F D I N O N L E S T E . Voided cross pattee.
(a) B.M. 1850 8-9-5 ex Bevan (1850) 32. Weight 21-3 gr. Axis | [PI. I. 32]
(b) L. A. Lawrence (ill. NC 1897, pi. x no. 9 and BNJ Hi (1906), pi. ii no. 34.
(c) Montagu (1897) 92 (ill.).
(d) Gentleman (1885) 43.
Condemned by L. A. Lawrence, NC 1897, p. 230.
33. William II. Penny. Cross Voided type. Mint Malmesbury, moneyer Seword.
Obv. Same obverse die as 31.
Rev. + S E P O R D O N M A L M E . Voided cross pattee.
(a) W. T. Ready (ill. NC 1897, pi. x no. 11 and BNJ iii (1906), pi. ii no. 36) ex Nunn (1896) 215.
Condemned by L. A. Lawrence, NC 1897, pp. 230-1.
34. William II. Penny. Cross Voided type. Mint Malmesbury, moneyer Seword.
Obv. Same obverse die as 31.
Rev. + S E P O R D O N M A L M E (larger lettering). Voided cross pattee.
(a) Specimen illustrated BNJ iii (1906), pi. ii no. 35.
Condemned by L. A. Lawrence, BNJ iii (1906), facing pi. ii. It is not possible to determine whether
coins of this type and moneyer in contemporary sales—Murdoch (1903) 207 (passed) and Montagu
(1896) 269 ex Marsham (1888) 243—were of variety 33 or variety 34.
35. William II. Penny. Cross Voided type. Mint Winchester, moneyer Godard.
Obv. Same obverse die as 31.
Rev. + G O D A R D P I N R E . Voided cross pattee.
(d) B.M. 1896 6-9-82 ex Montagu (1896) 264 ex Brice. Weight 20-7 gr. Axis j [PI. I. 35]
(b) B.M. 1896 6-9-83 ex Montagu (1896) 270 ex Brice. Weight 21-3 gr. Axis \ (Stars by head obliterated
on this coin).
(c) L. A. Lawrence (ill. NC 1897, pi. x no. 10 and BNJ iii (1906), pi. ii no. 37.)
Condemned by L. A. Lawrence, NC 1897, p. 230.
36. Henry I. Penny. Annulets type. Mint and moneyer not known.
Included on authority Chaffers sale, Sotheby 9 Feb. 1857, lot 143, described as 'Henry I, Bust,
with two stars, as Ruding pi. I no. 15'. The reference is to a coin of Annulets type and it is to be
noted that reference and description do not correspond. See forgery 57 below.
37. Henry I. Penny. Star in Lozenge Fleury type. Mint (Northampton), moneyer Oswef.
Obv. + H E N R I C V S R : Bust 1. with sceptre.
Rev. + O S V E F . O N . N O R H A . Star in centre fleured lozenge.
(a) Sir John Evans.
Condemned by L. A. Lawrence, NC 1899, p. 244; cited BNJ iii (1906), p. 287. N o illustration
available.
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38. Henry I. Penny. Star in Lozenge Fleury type. Mint Wallingford, moneyer Oswef.
Obv. Same obverse die as 37.
Rev. + O S V E F O N P E . . . G L . Star in centre fleured lozenge.
(a) B.M. no provenance. Weight 21-5 gr. Axis^- [PI. I. 38]
(b) B.M. no provenance. Weight 19-2 gr. Axis
(c) B.M. no provenance. Weight 20-3 gr. Axis<—
(d) B.M. presented T. Cannon Brooks 1947. Weight 17-9 gr. Axis<(e) B.M. no provenance. Weight 21-6 gr. Axis /
( / ) B.M. no provenance. Weight 20-4 gr. Axis /
(g) Seen Baldwin 1970. Weight 21-8 gr. Axis /
(li) Seen Baldwin 1970. Weight 21-7 gr. Axis /
(0 Seen Baldwin 1970. Weight 21-0 gr. Axis /
(;') Seen Baldwin 1970. Weight 20-7 gr. Axis /
(.k) Seen Baldwin 1970. Weight 17-1 gr. Axis /
(/) Specimen illustrated BNJ iii (1906), pi. iii no. 53.
(m) Webb (1894) 28 (passed) (ill. NC 1899, pi. xiv no. 5).
Oz) Murdoch (1903) 241 (passed) ex Boyne (1893) 1190 presumably ex Young (1881) 57 (purchased by
Boyne) and ex Lady in the North (1873) 14 (purchased by Young),
(o) (possibly these dies) Montagu (1896) 300 ex Brice.
(p) (possibly these dies) Montagu (1886) 56b.
\q) (possibly these dies) Lady in the North (1873) 15 ex Christmas (1864) 232.
Condemned by Lawrence, NC 1899, p. 244, previously passed at Webb sale.
39. Henry I. Penny. Star in Lozenge Fleury/Quadrilateral on Cross Fleury type mule. Mint (Northampton), moneyer Oswef.
Obv. Same obverse die as 37.
Rev. + O S V E F . O N . N O R H A . Quadrilateral over cross fleury.
(a) B.M. no provenance. Weight 20-0 gr. Axis <—
(b) Webb (1894) 29 (passed) (ill. NC 1899, pi. xiv no. 4 and BNJ iii (1906), pi. iii no. 54).
Condemned by L. A. Lawrence, NC 1899, p. 244, previously passed at Webb sale.
40. Henry I. Penny. Pellets on Quatrefoil type. Mint London, moneyer D e . . . n.
Obv. + H E N R I C V S R E . Facing bust.
Rev. + D E . . , N : O N : L V N . Quatrefoil, star in centre, pellets on limbs.
(a) B.M. 1899 2-4-22 pres. Bruun. Weight 23-0 gr. Axis f
(b) Specimen illustrated BNJ iii (1906), pi. iii obv. 59 rev. 60.
Condemned by L. A. Lawrence, BNJ iii (1906), p. 288.
41. Henry I. Penny. Pellets on Quatrefoil type. Mint Chester, moneyer Cristret.
Obv. Same obverse die as 40.
Rev.

+ CRISTRET:ON:CES.

Quatrefoil, star in centre, pellets on limbs,

(a) Lockett (1958) 2929 (ill.) ex Wilcox (1908) 96 ex Murdoch (1903) 220.
A specimen of 41 was passed Sotheby 3-5 May 1844 lot 357 but the type has not been condemned
in print since. Lockett noted in his copy of the Wilcox catalogue (now in the British Museum)
that Wilcox 96 was false.
42. Henry I. Penny. Quadrilateral on Cross Fleury type. Mint (Northampton), moneyer Oswef.
Obv. - J - H E N R I c v s R : Bust three-quarters
Rev. Same reverse die as 39.

1.

(a) B.M. 1899 2-^1-20 presented Bruun. Weight 18-2 gr. Axis<(b) B.M. no provenance (ill. NC 1899, pi. xiv no. 6 and BNJ iii (1906), pi. iii no. 55). Weight 20-4 gr.
Axis -s- [PL I. 42]
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(c) B.M. no provenance. Weight 21-1 gr. Axis«Cd) Montagu (not in sale).
Condemned by L. A. Lawrence, NC 1899, p. 244. Lot 143 of the 1857 Chaffers sale contained
'Henry II, 2, full-face, with star, two varieties, Rud. pi. ii n. 6'; the description might suggest a
coin of variety 40 or 41 but the Ruding reference is to a coin similar to 42.
43. Stephen. Penny. 'Watford' type. Mint and moneyer not known.
Not traced. Described Sotheby 3-5 May 1844 lot 358 as 'Stephen, profile to the right, fine, scarce
Hk. No. 270'; cf. Chaffers (1857), 143, containing a coin of Stephen 'side-face, with sceptre, Rud.
pi. i, n. 17'. Both references are to coins of 'Watford' type.
44. Stephen. Penny. 'Watford' type, obv. 'horseman's mace' variant. Mint London, moneyer Oswef.
Obv. + S T I E F N E . Bust r. with mace.
Rev. + O S V E F : O N : L V N D E : Cross moline, fleurs in angles.
(a) B.M. 1947 12-4-5 presented Simon ex Montagu (1896) 348 (passed). Weight 20-1 gr. Axis \
(b) B.M. no provenance (ill. NC 1899, pi. xiv no. 7 and BNJ iii (1906), pi. iii no. 67). Weight 19-2 gr.
Axis-> [PI. 1. 44]
(c) B.M. no provenance. Weight 16-1 gr. Axis \
(d) NMAS Edinburgh presented Richardson ex Marsham (1888) 269, said in Marsham cat. to have been
'found at Catall near Wethersby, Yorks, with coins of Eustace, etc.' (sic)
(e) Montagu (1888) 88.
A coin of Stephen 'with horseman's mace', 'Rud. Sup. i n. 5', formed part of lot 143 in the Chaffers
sale. The Marsham and Montagu (1888) coins came under suspicion in the sale room and fetched
only nominal sums. The type was formally condemned by L. A. Lawrence, NC 1899, p. 244.
45. Stephen. Penny. 'Watford' type, obv. 'horseman's mace' variant. Mint (Northampton), moneyer
presumably Oswef.
Not traced. Described Sotheby 3-5 May 1844 lot 359 as 'Stephen, with the horseman's mace,
struck at Norwich, in fair condition, and of extreme rarity Hk No. 272'. The reverse legend was
presumably O S V E F O N N O R H A or similar.
46. Stephen. Penny. Bust r./Ornamental design (type of York mint). Mint and moneyer not stated.
Obv. + S T I E F N E . Bust r. with sceptre.
Rev. Ornamental design.
(a) B.M. 1947 12-4-4 presented Simon ex Montagu (1896) 349 (passed). Weight 20-8 gr. Axis uncertain.
(b) NMAS Edinburgh presented Richardson ex Marsham (1888) 270, provenance as 44^ above.
(c) B.M. no provenance (ill. NC 1899, pi. xiv no. 9 and BNJ iii (1906), pi. iii no. 64). Weight 19-3 gr.
Axis uncertain.
Condemned by L. A. Lawrence, NC 1899, p. 247. A specimen was passed Sotheby 3-5 May 1844
lot 360, and the Marsham (1888) coin fetched only a nominal price.
47. Stephen and Matilda. Penny. Standing Figures/Ornamental design (type of York mint). Mint and
moneyer not stated.
Obv. + S T I E / F N E R . Standing figures of king and queen.
Rev. Ornamental design (differing from last).
(a) Norweb Sylloge 314 ex Ryan (1952) 932 (ill.) ex Bliss (1916) 186 (ill.) ex Maynard (1885) 19. Weight 17-3 gr.
(b) B.M. no provenance (ill. NC 1899, pi. xiv no. 12 and BNJ iii (1906), pi. iv no. 78). Weight 19-4 gr.
Axis f [PI. I. 47]
(c) Specimen owned by L. E. Bruun Apr. 1912 (cast in BM).
Condemned by L. A. Lawrence, NC 1899, p. 247. Lot 143 of the Chaffers sale contained 'Stephen
and Matilda, Rud. pi. ii n. 3'. There is a cast of (a) in the British Museum forgery collection
marked 'T. Bliss Apr. 1912'.
C 9039
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48. Eustace. Penny. Warrior Standing/Ornamental design (type of York mint). Mint and moneyer
not stated.
Obv. . . E V S T A / C I V S . Warrior standing.
Rev. Same reverse die as 47.
(a) B.M. no provenance (ill. NC 1899, pi. xiv no. 11 and BNJ iii (1906), pi. iv no. 73). Weight 17-3 gr.
Axis \ [PI. I. 48]
Condemned by L. A. Lawrence, NC 1899, p. 247. Collectors would have considered this a mule
between Eustace's Warrior Standing/Quatrefoil type and his Lion/Ornamental design type,
although Emery produced it from a Eustace obverse and a reverse intended for use with a Stephen
and Matilda obverse.
49. Eustace. Penny. Warrior Standing/Quatrefoil (type of York mint). Mint and moneyer not stated.
Obv. Same obverse die as 48.
Rev. Garbled legend. Quatrefoil containing cross.
(a) B.M. no provenance (ill. BNJ iii (1906), pi. iv. no. 74). Weight 19-6 gr. Axis f (cut through centre).
Condemned by L. A. Lawrence, BNJ iii (1906), p. 289. Lot 143 of the Chaffers sale contained
'Eustace, the two varieties, Ruding pi. ii, n. 1 and 2'.
50. Eustace. Penny. Lion/Ornamental design (type of York mint). Mint and moneyer not stated.
Obv. + E I S T A H O I V S . Lion r.
Rev. Ornamental design.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

B.M. no provenance. Weight 18-5 gr. Axis f
B.M. no provenance. Weight 18-9 gr. Axis j
Specimen illustrated NC 1899, pi. xiv no. 10.
Specimen illustrated BNJ iii (1906), pi. iv no. 72.

Condemned by L. A. Lawrence, NC 1899, p. 247. A specimen of 50 was passed Sotheby 3-5 May
1844 lot 361; cf. also note on 49 above.
51. Robert de Stuteville. Penny. Horseman/Ornamental design (type of York mint). Mint and moneyer
not stated.
Obv. + R O D B E R T V S E S T D . Horseman r.
Rev. Ornamental design.
(а) B.M. ex Montagu (not in sale) ex Brice. Weight 19-1 gr. Axis uncertain. [PL I. 51]
(б) Drabble (1939) 733 (ill.).
(c) Lord Kesteven (1899) 20 (passed) ex Montagu (1896) 356 ex Marsham (1888) 273.
Condemned by L. A. Lawrence, NC 1899, p. 246. (a) is illustrated NC 1899, pi. xiv no. 8 and
BNJ iii (1906), pi. iv no. 80. Lot 143 of the Chaffers sale contained 'Robert, Earl of Gloucester,
Rud. pi. i n. 20'; the reference is to a coin of this character.
52. Henry of Blois, Bishop of Winchester. Penny. Bust/Cross, lis-heads in angles. Mint and moneyer
not stated.
Obv.
Rev.

+ H E N R I C V S EPC.
STEPHANVS REX.

Bust r. with crozier.
Cross, lis-heads in angles.

(a) B.M. presented Simon Dec. 1949 ex Montagu (1896) 355 (passed) ex Shepherd (1885) 125. Weight 21-6
gr. Axis uncertain.
(b) (possibly these dies) Litchfield (1865) 107.
Condemned by L. A. Lawrence, NC 1899, p. 248. (a) is illustrated NC 1899, pi. xiv no. 13 and
.BAT/iii (1906), pi. iv no. 81.
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53. Matilda. Penny. Bust of Matilda (type invented by Emery)/(Henry I) Quadrilateral on Cross
Fleury type mule. Mint (Northampton), moneyer Oswef.
Obv. M A V T I L D E R E G I N A A N . Queen's bust r.
Rev. Same reverse die as 39.
(a) B.M. ex Webb (1894) 42a (passed). Weight 23-0 gr. A x i s ^
Condemned by L. A. Lawrence, NC 1899, pp. 243-4, but had probably always been recognized
as false, (a) is illustrated NC 1899, pi. xiv no. 3 and BNJ iii (1906), pi. iii no. 56.
54. Matilda. Penny. Bust of Matilda/(Stephen) Ornamental design type mule. Mint and moneyer not
stated.
Obv. M A V D I E I M R E G I N A A N . Queen's bust r., different state.
Rev. Same reverse die as 46.
(a) Seen Baldwin 1970. Weight 17-1 gr. Axis uncertain [PI. I. 54]
Existence not previously noted.
55. Matilda. Penny. Bust of Matilda/(Henry II) 'Tealby' type mule. Mint and moneyer uncertain.
Obv. Same obverse die as 53.
Rev. (Inscription not legible). Cross, cross crosslets in angles.
(a) B.M. ex Webb (1894) 42c (passed). Weight 21-5 gr. Axis uncertain.
Condemned by Lawrence, NC 1899, p. 243, but presumably always recognized as false, (a) is
illustrated NC 1899, pi. xiv no. 2 and BNJ iii (1906), pi. iii no. 57.
56. Matilda. Penny. Bust of Matilda/(David of Scotland) Cross type mule. Mint and moneyer not
stated.
Obv. Same obverse die as 53.
Rev. Short Cross, crude style, pellet in each angle.
(a) B.M. ex Webb (1894) 426 (passed). Weight 22-2 gr. Axis uncertain.
(b) B.M. 1899 2-4-21 pres. Bruun. Weight 19-2 gr. Axis uncertain (pierced).
(c) Specimen illustrated BNJ iii (1906), pi. iii no. 58.
(d) Montagu (not in sale).
Condemned by L. A. Lawrence, NC 1899, p. 243, but presumably always recognized as false, (a)
is illustrated NC xix 1899, pi. xiv no. 1.
57. Henry of Anjou (?). Penny. Bust with Stars/Quadrilateral on Cross Fleury type (?). Mint uncertain, moneyer Alfwine.
N o t traced. Described Sotheby 3-5 May 1844 lot 356 as 'Henry I, with stars, A L F P I N E , extremely
fine and rare, Hk. No. 260'. The Hawkins reference is to a coin of Henry of Anjou. It is possible
that this was a coin of the same character as forgery 36 above.
58. Richard I. Facing Bust (invented type)/(Henry I) Pellets on Quatrefoil type mule. Mint Ascalon,
moneyer Ceoric.
Obv. + R E X R I C A R D V S . Facing bust.
Rev. + C E O R I C O N A S C A L O N . Quatrefoil, star in centre, pellets on limbs.
(a) B.M. 1899 2^1-23 pres. Bruun (ill. BNJ iii (1906), pi. iii rev. 59, obv. 60). Weight 28-3 gr. Axis \
This must always have been regarded as false; cf. L. A. Lawrence, BNJ iii (1906), p. 288.
59. Richard I. Facing Bust (invented type)/(Henry I) Pellets on Quatrefoil type mule. Mint
moneyer Cristret.
Obv. + R E X R I C A R D V S . Facing bust, slightly modified from last.
Rev. + ( C R I ) S T R E T O N A E S T I . Quatrefoil, star in centre, pellets on limbs,
(ia) B.M. no provenance. Weight 20-6 gr. Axis }
Existence not previously noted.

Hastings,
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59A. Richard I. Facing bust (invented type)/(David of Scotland) Cross type mule. Mint and moneyer
not stated.
Obv. Same obverse die as 58.
Rev. Same reverse die as 56, but two of pellets altered to stars.
(a) B. H. I. H. Stewart ex Falkiner. Axis uncertain.
Exhibited at meeting of British Numismatic Society 23 Feb. 1971.
60. Henry VIII. 'Coronation Medal'.
Not certainly identified. Included on authority NC 1848-9, pp. 185-7. See BNJ i (1904), pp. 139147 for a discussion of medals or pattern crowns of Henry VIII with the reverse legend A N G L I C E
z H I B E R N I C E E C C L E S I E S U P R E M U M C A P U T , traditionally regarded as precursors of Coronation Medals
proper (cf. W. Till, Descriptive Particulars of English Coronation Medals (1838), p. i). Specimens
in Leningrad; in the British Museum, ex Cuff, wt. 459-5 gr.; and a third, ex Murdoch (1903) 454
ex Moon (1901) 104 ex Montagu (1888) 186 ex Brice ex Wigan ex Thomas (1844) 271, wt. 415
gr.; are from a single pair of dies, are considered false, and could very well be products of the
Emery mint.
61. Henry VIII. Testoon.
Not traced. Described Sotheby 3-5 May 1844 lot 362 as 'Henry VIII, Testoon,
portrait; and one other, poor\

POSUI.

62. Henry VIII. Groat. Tournai mint.
Not traced. Described Sotheby 3-5 May 1844 lot 363 as 'Henry VIII, Tournay Groat,
fine and rare. Ruding, pi. 7, No. 13'. The reference is to a groat of Profile type.

etc. fine

extremely

63. Edward VI. 'Coronation Medal'.
Not certainly identified. See Franks and Grueber, Medallic Illustrations, vol. i, pp. 53-5 for Coronation Medals of this king; they refer to the existence of 'modern copies . . . cast and highly
chased, which are not rare'.
64. Edward VI. Crown.
Not traced. Described Sotheby 3-5 May 1844 lot 364 as 'Edward VI, Crown, m.m. Y,fine\ There
is in the British Museum a forgery of a crown of Edward VI, i.m. Y, dated 1551, the ticket of which
describes it as an impression from false dies in the possession of Messrs. Johnson Matthey & Co.
It is registered as B.M. 1924 6-14-1. Its style is not immediately reminiscent of Emery.
65. Edward VI. Shilling, countermark greyhound.
(a) B.M., ticketed 'Countermark by Emery'. Weight 81-7 gr. Axis \
(a) is a genuine shilling, dated 1549, i.m. Y, with false countermark. This countermark was
condemned NC 1842-3, p. 159.
66. Edward VI. Shilling, countermark portcullis.
(a) B.M., ticketed 'By Emery (Countermark)'. Weight 76-3 gr. Axis j
(a) is a genuine shilling, dated 1549, i.m. arrow, with false countermark. This countermark was
also condemned NC 1842-3, p. 159.
67. Edward VI. Penny, fine silver, Bristol mint.
Obv. + E D : 6 : D : G : R O S A : S I N E : S P I N A . Crowned bust r.
Rev. C I V I / T A S ( H S ) / B R I S / T O L I E . Shield on cross, trefoils in forks of cross.
(a) B.M. 1899 2-4-39 pres. Bruun (ill. BNJ iv (1907), pi. iv no. 57). Weight 10-2 gr. Axis I [PI. II. 67]
(b) B.M. no provenance. Weight 14-4 gr. Axis /
(c) Seen Baldwin 1970. Weight 12-6 gr. Axis /
The forgeries listed NC 1842-3, p. 159 included 'Penny of Edward VI, with portrait'. There are
struck forgeries of portrait pennies of Edward VI of the London mint in the British Museum
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and elsewhere (cf. L. A. Lawrence BNJiv (1907), pi. iv nos. 55, 56) and it is possible that these are
the pennies with portrait of which one was condemned in 1842; but they are not of the usual
Emery fabric or of obvious Emery style. The Bristol pennies are, by contrast, of excellent style and
fabric and an attribution to Emery is thoroughly plausible.
68. Edward VI. Penny, fine silver, London mint.
Obv. (Tun)
Rev. (Tun)

King seated facing.
Shield on cross.

E + D + G + ROSA+SINE+SPI+
CIVI/TAS/LON/DON

(a) B.M. 1899 2-4-38 pres. Bruun. Weight 11-5 gr. Axis \ [PI. II. 68]
(b) B.M. no provenance. Weight 11-3 gr. Axis j
(a) is illustrated BNJ iv (1907), pi. iv no. 58. These are attributed to Emery solely on grounds of
style and fabric.
69. Mary. Ryal.
Obv.
Rev.

MARIA

(pomegranate)

A DNO'FACTV'EST

D ' G ' F R A ' Z H I B ' R E G I N A M D L III

ISTVD

Z EST M I R A B I ' I N

OCVL'NRI

(annulet stops). Queen facing in ship.
(annulet stops). Rose on sun in centre

royal cross.
(i) Striking in gold.
(a) Specimen illustrated BNJ iv (1907), p. iv no. 59.
(ii) Striking in silver.
(a) B.M. no provenance. Weight 107-7 gr. Axis f
(b) Seen Baldwin 1970. Weight 111-7 gr. Axis f
(c) Seen Baldwin 1970. Weight 113-9 gr. Axis j
(iii) Striking in white metal.
(a) B.M. no provenance. Weight 206-5 gr. Axis f [PI. II. 69]
(b) Seen Baldwin 1970. Weight 213-9 gr. Axis f
Specimens are cited NC 1842-3, p. 159 and elsewhere. Coins from these dies in the British
Museum are accompanied by tickets marked 'by Emery'.
70. Mary. Shilling (invented denomination).
Obv. M A R I A (pomegranate) D ' G ' A N G ' F R ' Z H I B ' R E G I N (annulet stops). Crowned bust
Rev. (lis) P O S V I / D E V ' A / D I V T O R / E ' M E V (cross stops). Shield on cross,
(a) B.M., ticketed 'by Emery'. Weight 68-8 gr. Axis J. [PI. II. 70]
Existence not previously noted.

1.

71. Mary. Groat, countermark portcullis.
(a) B.M., ticketed 'by Emery'. Weight 31-2 gr. Axis j
Existence not previously noted. This is a genuine groat of Mary, i.m. pomegranate, with false
countermark. The countermark is the same as that on 66 above.
72. Mary. Half-groat.
Obv.
Rev.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(,cl)
(e)

MARIA

(pomegranate) D ' G ' A ' F R ' Z H I B ' R E G I (pomegranate) (annulet stops). Crowned bust
(pomegranate) T / E M P O / F I L I A . Shield on cross.

I.

VERIT/AS

B.M. 1899 2-4-44 pres. Bruun. Weight 14-9 gr. Axis f
B.M. ex Evans. Weight 15-7 gr. Axis f [PI. II. 72]
B.M. no provenance. Weight 16-6 gr. Axis f
B.M. no provenance. Weight 11-3 gr. Axis \
(possibly these dies) Moon (1901) 129.

(a) is illustrated BNJ iv (1907), pi. iv no. 64 and (b) is illustrated Brooke, English Coins, pi. xii
no. 7. A coin of this description was passed Sotheby 3-5 May 1844 lot 366.
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73. Mary. Penny.
Obv. M A R I A D . G . R O S A . S I N E . S P I N A . Crowned bust 1, no inner circle.
Rev. (annulet) C I V I / T A S / L O N / D O N . Shield on cross, 1553 above, traces of inner circle.
(a) B.M. no provenance. Weight 7-6 gr. Axis f [PI. II. 73]
(b) Seen Baldwin 1970. Weight 6-5 gr. Axis f
Existence not previously noted.
74. Mary. Penny.
Obv. . M . D : G : R O S A : S I N E : S P I N A . Crowned bust 1 . , different from last, also no inner circle.
Rev. (pellet) C I V I / T A S / L O N / D O N . Shield on cross, 1553 above, traces of inner circle (as reverse die
of 73 but for i.m.).
(a) B.M. no provenance. Weight 8-6 gr. Axis f [PI. II. 74]
(b) B.M. no provenance. Weight 7-8 gr. Axis f
(c) B.M. no provenance. Weight 7-1 gr. Axis f
(d) Wakeford (1879) 135, with provenance 'found . . . on the demolition of one of the City churches'
(sic). Weight given Wakeford cat. as 9-0 gr.
(b) is illustrated BNJiv (1907), pi. iv no. 65. (d) is treated as genuine in Hawkins, The Silver Coins
of England, 3rd edn., ed. Kenyon, 1887, p. 296.
75. Mary. Penny.
Not traced. Described Sotheby 3-5 May 1844 lot 365 as 'Mary, Penny of fine silver, C I V I T A S
L O N D O N , no m.m., well preserved and very rare, Rd. pi. xi No. 3'. The reference is to a coin of similar
obverse type to the last but without the date above the reverse shield.
76. Mary. Penny.
Obv. , M : D : G : R O S A : S I N E : S P I N A . Crowned bust 1 . , similar to last, but beaded inner circle.
Rev. (pellet?) C I V I / T A S / L O N / D O N . Shield on cross, beaded inner circle.
(a) B.M. no provenance. Weight 8-8 gr. Axis f [PL II- 76]
Existence not previously noted.
77. Mary. Penny.
Obv. . M : D : G : R O S A : S I N E : S P I N A . Rose, beaded inner circle.
Rev. Same reverse die as 76 ? (lettering and shield certainly identical, i.m. pellet visible here but
not on known example of 76).
(a) B.M. ex Montagu (1896) 13 ex Brice. Weight 10-9 gr. Axis f [PL IE 77]
Not previously condemned, (a) is illustrated Brooke, English Coins, pi. xli, no. 3. Dr. J. P. C. Kent
recognized that this coin was false and belonged to the same series as the coins listed above.
78. Philip and Mary. Half-crown.
Not certainly identified. Described NC 1842-3, p. 159, as being from the same die (sic) as a
shilling of the type of forgery 79 below. L. A. Lawrence noted BNJ iv (1907), p. 316, that 'Mr.
Stroud'—Frederick Stroud, Recorder of Tewkesbury, a member of the British Numismatic
Society—possessed 'a foreign coin about the size of a dollar, but cut down' on which the obverse
die of forgery 79 had been impressed. Lawrence remarked that this was 'probably intended for a
half-crown'. It is also likely that the very heavy examples of forgeries 79 and 80 listed below were
intended to pass as half crowns.
79. Philip and Mary. Shilling.
Obv. . P H I L I P . E T . M A R I A . D . G . R E X . E T . R E G I N A . A N G . Busts of Philip and Mary facing each other,
crown above, 1554 below.
Rev. . P O S V I M V S . D E V M . A D I V T O R E M . N O S T R V M . Crowned shield.
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(a) B.M. no provenance (ill. BNJ iv (1907), pi. v no. 67). Weight 87-7 gr. Axis f
(b) B.M. no provenance. Weight 89-0 gr. Axis f
(c) B.M. no provenance. Weight 73-3 gr. Axis |
(d) B.M. 1899 2-4-42 pres. Bruun. Weight 2384 gr. Axis | [PL II. 79]
Lot 245 of the 1857 Chaffers sale contained 'a false shilling of Philip and Mary, 1554 beneath the
Busts, of very fine work, struck by Emery'; cf. NC 1842-3, p. 159. Strikings in copper and lead are
noted by L. A. Lawrence, BNJ iv (1907), p. 315.
80. Philip and Mary. Shilling.
Obv. Same obverse die as 79, date 1554 altered to 1557.
Rev. Same reverse die as 79.
(a) B.M. 1899 2-4-41 pres. Bruun (ill. BNJiv (1907), pi. v no. 68).
Weight 208-5 gr. Axis \
(b) B.M. no provenance. Weight 80-5 gr. Axis \
81. Philip and Mary. Penny.
Obv. (lis) p Z . M . D . G . R O S A . S I N E . S P I N E . Crowned bust 1., same bust as on 73, no inner circle.
Rev. (lis) C I V I / T A S / L O N / D O N . Shield on cross, traces of inner circle.
(a) B.M. no provenance (ill. BNJ iv (1907), pi. v no. 74). Weight 7-3 gr. Axis j [PI. II. 81]
(b) Seen Baldwin 1970. Weight 11-7 gr. Axis
(c) Goodacre coll. (on loan Ashmolean) ex Lincoln. Weight 7-0 gr. (piece missing). Axis-f(d) Wakeford (1879) 140, provenance as forgery lAd.
(e) Webb (1894) 310 (passed).
( / ) Montagu (1897) 27 (withdrawn).
A specimen of 81 was passed Sotheby 3-5 May 1844 lot 367. The authenticity of (d) was questioned
at the Wakeford sale.
82. Elizabeth. Crown.
N o t traced. Lot 368 of Sotheby 3-5 May 1844 consisted of 'Elizabeth, Crown and Half Crown,
m.m. 1, well preserved'.
83. Elizabeth. Half-crown.
Obv. : 1 : E L I Z A B E T H : D ! G ! A N G ! F R A ! E T : H I B E R ! R E G I N A . Crowned bust 1. with sceptre.
Rev. : 1 : P O S V I : D E V M : A D / I V T O R E / M : M E V M : Shield on cross.
(a) B.M. no provenance. Weight 213-7 gr. Axis \
(,b) Specimen illustrated BNJ iv (1907), pi. v no. 77.
A specimen was passed Sotheby 3-5 May 1844 lot 368.
84. Elizabeth. Half-crown.
Obv. Same obverse die as 83, but i.m. 2.
Rev. Same reverse die as 83, but i.m. 2.
(a) B.M. no provenance. Weight 215-7 gr. Axis«(,b) Specimen illustrated BNJ iv (1907), pi. v no. 78.
A specimen was passed Sotheby 3-5 May 1844 lot 369.
85. Elizabeth. Half-crown.
Obv. : 2 : E L I Z A B E T H : D ! G ! A N G ! F R ( . . . . Crowned bust 1 . , different from last, but inscription
identical.
Rev. Same reverse die as 83, i.m. not visible.
(a) B.M. 1899 2-4-46 pres. Bruun ex Wakeford (1879) 169 ex Whitbourn (cf. NC 1861, pp. 189-91 and pi.
ix). Weight 155-6 gr. (cut fragment). Axis \ [PI. II. 85]
(a) is illustrated BNJ iv (1907), pi. v no. 79.
86. Elizabeth. Shilling.
Not traced. Described NC 1848-9, pp. 185-7 as 'Queen Elizabeth, rare shilling'.
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87. Lady Jane Grey. Jetton or Medal.
Obv. : I O A N : D G : A N G : F R : E T : H I B : R E G I N A : M D L I I I . Bust of Lady Jane Grey three-quarters 1 .
Rev. (sun) I N : T E R R I S : A N G : ET : H I B : E C C L E S : C A P V T : S V P R E M . Crowned rose between crowned initials
I and R.
(a) B.M. ex Bank of England.
Cited NC 1842-3, p. 159, etc. The lettering is identical to that on forgery 69 and known examples
are of hammered fabric.
88. Lady Jane Grey. Medal.
Obv. . I A N E . D . G . A N G . F R A . z . H I B . R E G I N A . M D L I I I . Bust of Lady Jane Grey as on 87.
Rev. (lis) I N . T E R R I S . A N G . E T . H I B . E C C L E . C A P V . S V P R E M . Crowned rose and initials as on 87.
(i) Striking in silver
(a) B.M. no provenance.
(ii) Striking in copper
(a) Ashmolean Museum.
The lettering on this is Roman and it is of the normal fabric of a nineteenth-century medal.
IRISH

COINAGE

89. Mary. Shilling.
Obv. M A R I A (lis) D ' G ' A N G ' F R A ' Z H I B ' R E G I N (annulet stops). Crowned bust 1 .
Rev. V E R I T A S (lis) T E M P O R I S F I L I A M D LIII (annulet stops). Crowned harp between crowned initials
M and R .
(a) B.M. no provenance. Weight 96-6 gr. Axis \
(b) B.M. 1899 2-4-43 pres. Bruun, with modern countermark w (? for wrong). Weight 88-4 gr. Axis-f(c) B.M., ticketed 'by Emery'. Weight 114-0 gr. Axis •«(d) B.M., ticketed 'by Emery'. Weight 90-7 gr. Axis-s(e) Seen Baldwin 1970. Weight 88-7 gr. Axis \
( / ) Seen Baldwin 1970. Weight 79-5 gr. A x i s ^
(g) Seen Baldwin 1970. Weight 74-2 gr. Axis f
(h) Ulster Museum ex R. Carlyon-Britton. Weight 107-1 gr. Axis \
A specimen was passed Sotheby 3-5 May 1844 lot 370. (h) is illustrated P. Seaby, Coins and Tokens
of Ireland (1970), pi. facing p. 100, no. 7. See also BNJ iv (1907), pi. iv no. 61.
90. Mary. Groat.
Obv. M A R I A (pomegranate) D ' G ' A N G ' F R ' Z H I B ' R E G I ' (annulet stops). Crowned bust 1., same bust as
on 70.
Rev. V E R I T A S (lis) T E M P O R I S : F I L I A : M : D : L I I I . Crowned harp between crowned initials M and R .
(а) B.M. no provenance. Weight 40-0 gr. Axis<(б) B.M., ticketed 'by Emery'. Weight 38-2 gr. Axis f
(c) B.M. no provenance. Weight 38-4 gr. Axis f
(d) Seen Baldwin 1970. Weight 39-5 gr. Axis-:- [PI. II. 90]
(e) National Museum of Ireland. Weight given G. Coffey, Anglo-Irish Coins (1895), p. 72, as 39-25 gr.
A specimen was passed Sotheby 3-5 May 1844 lot 371. (a) is illustrated BNJ iv (1907), pi. iv no. 62.
The authenticity of (<?) was suspected by Aquilla Smith in 1854 ( J R S A I iii (1854/5), p. 360) and
the coin was condemned by Coffey, op. cit.
90A. Mary. Groat.
Obv. Same obverse die as 90.
Rev. Same reverse die as 90, but date M : D : L I V .
(a) National Museum of Ireland. Weight given Coffey, op. cit., p. 72 as 32 gr.
The ticket of (a) shows that it was condemned by Aquilla Smith. It is also condemned by Coffey,
op. cit.
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91. Mary. Half-groat.
Obv. M A R I A (pomegranate) D ' G ' A ' F R ' Z H I B ' R E G I N (annulet stops). Crowned bust 1 . , same bust as
on 72.
Rev. V E R I T A S T E M P O R I S F I L I A (annulet stops). Crowned harp between crowned initials M and R .
(a) B.M. 1899 2-4-45 pres. Bruun. Weight 22-0 gr. Axis f
(b) B.M. 1939 3-11-7 pres. Morrison. Weight 19-9 gr. Axis f
(c) Seen Baldwin 1970. Weight 20-0 gr. Axis f [PI. II. 91]
A specimen was passed Sotheby 3-5 May 1844 lot 372. (a) is illustrated BNJ iv (1907), pi. iv no. 63.
92. Mary. Half-groat.
Obv. Same obverse die as 91.
Rev. V E R I T A S T E M P O R I S F I L I A (annulet stops). As last, but no crown above harp.
(a) B.M. 1893 11-9-2 pres. Lawrence. Weight 13-5 gr. Axis f
(b) Seen Baldwin 1970. Weight 18-2 gr. Axis f [PI. II. 92]
(c) National Museum of Ireland. Weight given G. Coffey, op. cit., p. 72, as 15 gr.
(c) was considered genuine by Aquilla Smith in 1854 (JRSAI iii (1854/5), p. 361) but was condemned by Coffey, op. cit.
93. Mary. Penny.
Obv. Same obverse die as 76.
Rev. . V E R I T A S : T E M P O : F I U A . Crowned harp between crowned initials
(a) Seen Baldwin 1970. Weight 10-8 gr. Axis \ [PI. II. 93]
Existence not previously noted.

SCOTTISH

M

and

R.

COINAGE

94. Coin described NC 1848-9, pp. 185-7 as 'James V of Scotland, sixpence'. Not traced.
95. Francis and Mary. Testoon.
Obv. . F R A N C . E T M A R I A . D G . R E X . E T R E G I N A . s c o . A . Busts of Francis and Mary facing each other,
crown above, .1558 below ( = obverse die of 79 suitably altered).
Rev. Same reverse die as 79 but Scottish lion replaces arms of Spain on left hand side of shield.
(a) B.M. 1899 2^1-50 pres. Bruun (ill. BNJ iv (1907), p. v no. 69). Weight 111-1 gr. Axis f
(b) B.M. no provenance. Weight 107-2 gr. Axis f
96. Francis and Mary. Testoon.
Obv. Same obverse die as 95.
Rev. ( + . ) D A . P A C E M . D O M I N E (1561). Crowned shield between stars.
(A) B.M. 1899 2-4-51 pres. Bruun (ill. BNJ iv (1907), pi. v no. 70). Weight 72-3 gr. Axis \ [PI. II. 96]
The date 1561 is not visible on (a), which is irregularly struck, but may be presumed to have been
on the reverse die employed as the reverse of 96 is in all other respects identical to that of 97.
97. Mary. Testoon.
Obv. M A R I A . D E I . G R A . S C O T O R V M R E G I N A . Bust 1.
Rev. + . D A . P A C E M . D O M I N E 1561. Crowned shield between stars.
(a) B.M. 1899 2-4-49 pres. Bruun (ill. BNJ iv (1907), pi. v no. 71). Weight 84-1 gr. Axis f [PI. II. 97]
It is likely that 97 is from the same reverse die as 96. A ticket with (a) reads 'another shown 25/VI/57
N from Paris'. A 'Testoon of Mary Queen of Scots' is among coins listed NC 1848-9, pp. 185-7.
98. Coin described NC 1848-9, loc. cit. as 'Half Testoon of ditto, countermarked on the obverse'.
Not traced.
99. Coin described ibid, as 'Mary Queen of Scots, crowned, shilling'. Not traced.
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100. Mary and Darnley. Thirty-shilling piece.
Obv. (thistle) M A R I A & H E N R I C . D . G . R E G I & R E X . S C O T O R V M . Crowned head of Mary and Darnley
facing, date 1565 below.
Rev. . Q U O S . D E V S . C O I V N X I T . H O M O N O N S E P A R E T . Crowned shield between two thistle heads.
For this forgery see above p. 142 and footnote 4; cf. R. W. Cochran Patrick, Catalogue of the
Medals of Scotland (1884), p. 12 and pi. i no. 8; and Medallic Illustrations, i, p. 114. There are
examples of it in the British Museum and the Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris (purchased from M.
Pillet 11 Feb. 1867 ex Guastalla sale, lot 401). The attribution to Emery rests on the information
about dies given above p. 142 and the appearance among forgeries listed NC 1848-9, loc. cit., of
'Lord Darnley and Mary Queen of Scots, face to face, silver medal'.
101. Coin described NC 1848-9, ibid, as 'Dollar of Mary and Darnley, their portraits vis-a-vis (!)'.
102. Coin described NC 1848-9, ibid, as 'Testoon of ditto ditto'.
103. Coin described NC 1848-9, ibid, as 'Mary Queen of Scots and Darnley, shilling'.
Not identified. It is not clear how these coins differed from each other; and it seems possible
that they might have been examples of forgeries 95 and 96 wrongly described.
OTHER

FORGERIES

104. Eleanor of Aquitaine. Denier.
Obv. - H A L I A N O R A . Lion r.
Rev. D V C I S A Q V I T A N I E . Cross.
(a) Seen Baldwin 1970. Weight 20-3 gr. Axis f [PL II. 104]
The forgeries listed NC 1848-9, ibid, included 'Eleanora of Aquitaine, penny'. The identification
of (a) as the forgery in question is conjectural, but the coin is certainly a nineteenth-century
struck forgery and is of good style and fabric.
105. Coin described NC 1848-9, ibid, as 'Denarius of Carausius (!)'. Not traced.
106. Coin described NC 1848-9, ibid, as 'Ditto of Allectus (!)'. Not traced.
107. Coin described NC 1848-9, ibid, as 'Allectus in gold (!)'. Not traced.
108. Coin described NC 1848-9, ibid, as 'Otho, ditto'. N o t traced.
109. Coin described NC 1848-9, ibid, as 'Caliph Omar, ditto'. Not traced. It is not clear what this
coin would have looked like.
110. 'Medal of Gregory XIII on the Massacre of St. Bartholomew'. See above p. 148.
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